Raise money for AWA's Whitewater Defense Project
R a i s e money for your local AWA Affiliate Club
.Win valuable individual prizes
.Be eligible for even more valuable Grand Prizes
.Have one heck of a good time

.Sign up local sponsors to contribute what ever amount
they choose per river hour paddled by you during June 1992.
.Log your river time and sponsor information on the official entry
form or 8 1/2x11 sheet of paper.
.Collect sponsor proceeds and submit to AWA by July 31,1992
Receive your prizes!
.The three highest earning individual participants
will be Grand Price recipients.
FIRST GRAND PRIZE:
SECOND GRAND PRIZE:
THIRD GRAND PRIZE:
INDIVIDUAL PRIZES:

II

Dagger Canoe or Kayak of your choice
Dagger Elite KevlarIGraphite Canoe or
Kayak Paddle
Moonstone Polartech Pile Pullover with
Dagger logo
AWAIDagger Paddle-a-thon T-shirts
designed by William Nealy, AWA lapel pins

..................................................................................................................................

Proceeds to benefit A WA's Whitewater Defense Project. HOWEVER, IF YOU ARE PADDLING ON
BEHALF OF A CURRENT AWA AFFILIATE CLUB, ANY MONEY YOU RAISE WILL BE SPLIT WITH
75% TO A WAS WHITEWATER DEFENSE PROJECTAND 25% TO YOUR LOCAL AFFILIATE CLUB
FOR USE IN ITS OWN CONSERVATION, SAFETY OR TRAINING PROGRAMS. Of course,
participants paddling on behalf of AWA Affiliate Clubs are also eligible for lndividual and Grand Prizes.
Individual participants need not be AWA members.

For official rules and entry forms, contact:
A WA
PO Box 85
Phoenicia, NY 12464
(9 14) 688-5569

I

Sponsored by the American Whitewater Affiliation,
The Dagger canoe Company and The Dagger Companies

-

- -

american whitewater

My Own Private Idaho
You don't need to charter a multi-day expedition in order to experience a wildermess
whitewater trip.
By CHRIS KOLL

Water Will Rise Rapidly
A test run on Wisonconsin's Pine River reveals an unknown dass 4 resource.
By MIKE SKLAVOS

...

Land of Sheep and Whitewater
New Zealand offers some of the greatest variety of whitewater found on the planet.
By MAC THORNTON

Conservation
Hydro snubs recreation...Greatest wilderness screw-ups...Energy bill
trashes hydro...Arkansas Rivers bill passes...Pending whitewater
legislation...FERC over ruled on navigability of New York's Salmon River

Briefs
Bill Hoyt paddles his last river...Paddlers resist Yough user
fees...Whitewater rodeo ccircuit scheduled...Traits of a successful
organization...Gauley Festival changes location...Asheville, NC to build
race course

Safety
To Help or Not to Help
When should a paddler step back and follow directions
By CHARLIE WALBRIDGE
AWA Attitude and Equipment Survey
How do our attitudes and equipment relate to river accidents
By LEE BELKNAP

End Notes
Now that he's older and more respectable, you wouldn't think Gary would
have any problems at a border crossing...right1
By GARY CA RLSON

Front cover: Gorilla on the Green Narrows. Photo by Ken Holmes
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We got no
stinkin' policy

I

I

UJRlTE OR PHONE FOR OUR
FREE DISCOUNT CATALOG

Eureka, Jansport, Sierra Designs.
Slumberjack, Cannondale, Peak 1,
Chouinard, Cifa, Optimus, Lows,

I
I,

It's a Rapid Education!
A leader in whitewater instruction since 1972,
MKC offers highly persond instruction from
Beginner to Expert levels in both kayaking and
open canoeing - leading to diplomas
recognized world-wide.
Located on the ModawaskaRiver, MKC
provides dl equipment and transportatrtatm
during the course, as well as the creature
comforts of a vacation resort, including
delicious meds served up with old world
hospitdity. And better yet, our riven are
clean, w a m cmd uncrowded.

Join directors C l d a and Dirk - national
whitewoter champions and staff for m
unfor&
PADDLING VACATION!

-

Bmy's Bay

CEnTnE

Ontcrii KOJ 160
S""1(613) 756-3620

A couple days ago, I received a
disturbing communication.
It seems that some prominent figures in the whitewater outfitting industry
(i.e. commercial rafting) were upset with
several recent artides that appeared in
American Whitewater. The letter went on
to say that these artides presented a bias
against outfitters and suggested that this
editorial policy would be counter productive to boater-outfitter relations.
Well, I had to chuckle.
The fad is, this magazine ain't professional enough to have any "official"
editorial policy. Its "policy"is pretty much dependent on the mood I'm in when I throw this
rag-tag publication together. There ain't no committee of AWA directors looking over my
shoulder, advising what to print.
And since I've worked as a safety boater and as a marketing and organizational
consultant for an outfitter for the last five years4 don't think I have any natural prejudices
against the industry. Hell, even some of my best friends are...uh...rafters.
Now, like any two different groups that share a common resource, the interests
of boaters and outfitters will occasionally dash. When they do, I'm likely to print the news
from a boater's perspective. After all, the constituency of the AWA are predominantly
private boaters.
Similarly, when outfitters and boaters share a common cause, we're happy to
trumpet the outfitter's viewpoint. Like in the last issue when AW railed against the
presence of "pirate" rafters on the Kennebec.
The agendas of boaters and outfitters will never perfectly dovetail. But we'll
always share certain common goals: dean water, free-flowing rivers, and continued
access to our public whitewater resources. The presence of these major shared
objectives should be sufficient to ensure that both parties continue to work together for
the common good.
And so far as an "official" AWA editorial policy--it's as divergent as the opinions
of its members. Directors, regional coordinators and members often submit editorial
contributions based on issues concerning their parts of the country. I try to tone down
some of the stridency of some of the submissions--but more often than not4 just let the
artides fly.
If commercial outfitters--or for that matter, any other party--are offended, they
can take consolation in the fad that the report doesn't necessarily reflect the opinion of
the entire AWA organization. But let's hope that these groups also realize that criticism
from any source, regardless how small, merits consideration when it effects how a public
resource like whitewater is utilized.

Managing Editor: Chris Koll, 25 South Street, Apt. 67, Marcellus, NY 13108
Editor: Bob Gedekoh, Box 228, RD 4, Elizabeth, PA 15037
Advertising Director: Phyllis Horowitz, Box 85, Phoenicia, NY 12464; (914)688-5569
Conservation: Pope Barrow, Mac Thornton, Peter Skinner
Safety: Charlie Walbridge
Address Changes: Keith Morgan, 2601 Tanglewood Dr., Durham, NC 27705
Missing Copies: Contact Phyllis Horowitz
American Whitewater is printed by EBSCO Media, Birmingham, AL. All rightsreserved.

P URPOSE
The American Whitewater Affiliation (AWA) is a national organization with a
membership of over 1300 whitewater boating enthusiasts and more than 50 local canoe
dub affiliates. The AWA was organized in 1961 to protect and enhance the recreational
enjoyment of whitewater sports in America.
EDUCATION: Through publication of a bi-monthly journal, the AWA provides
information and education about whitewater rivers, boating safety, technique, and
equipment.
CONSERVATION: AWA maintains a national inventory of whitewater rivers,
monitors potentialthreats to whitewater river resourcesthrough itsMRiverWatch" system,
publishes information on river conservation, works with government agencies to proted
and preserve free-flowing whitewater rivers, and provides technical advice to local
groups regarding river management and river conservation. AWA also gives annual
awards to individuals to recognize exceptional contributions to river conservationand an
annual 'hydromania" award to recognize the proposedhydroelectric power project which
woudl be most destructive of whitewater.
EVENTS: AWA organizes sporting events, contests and festivals to raise funds
for river conservation. Since 1986, AWA has been the principal sponsor of the annual
Gauley River Festival in Summersville, West Virginia, the largest gatheringof whitewater
boaters in the nation, other than at international racing events.
SAFETY: AWA promotes paddling safety, publishes reports on whitewater
accidents, and maintains both a uniform national ranking system for whitewater rivers
(the InternationalScale of Whitewater Difficulty) and the internationally recognizedAWA
Safety Code.
ORGANIZATION AND PURPOSES: AWA was incorporated under Missouri
non-profit corporation laws in 1961 and maintains its principalmailing address at PO Box
85, Phoenicia, NY 12464. AWA has been granted tax exempt status by the Internal
Revenue Service under section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954. The
charter indudes the following purposes: encourage the exploration, enjoyment, and
preservation of American recreational waterways or man-powered craft; proted the
wildernesscharacter of waterways through conservationof water, forests, parks, wildlife,
and related resources; promote appreciation for the recreational value of wilderness
cruising and of white-water sports.
PROFESSIONAL STAFF: Except for membership services and the Executive
Director position, all AWA operations, including publication of the bi-monthly magazine,
are handled by volunteers.
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Test drive THE BEST on ouh-eight-mile
white-water track. You'll enpy fhndin$out
why a custom-built and outfitted,
ready-to-paddleWhitesell Canoe is still your
best bet for maximizing your ability on all
classes of whitewater.
Call (404) 325-5330 for more info

and our free video.

2362-A Dresden Drive, Atlanta,GA 30341

What's Up?
Water level readings from selected
North American river level gauges are
"up" on Waterline!
Water levels at your favorite boatin{
spots, and more you haven't explorec
yet, may be " u p too! Find out for sure
where the best conditions are b)
calling Waterline while you're plannin~
your next river adventure.
Readings are updated continually 24
hours a day, 7 days a week.
Call toll-free, any time of day, f o ~
information, sample readings and river
gauge lists. We'll mail you details or 1i
you have a fax number handy, we'll fax
you everything you need to call our
Waterline gauge phone right now for
today's river levels.
"Live" reporting starts approximately 3//5/9i

Dear Editor.

A week of kayak instruction in a

vacation atmosphere could be just the
break you need. Our quality 5-day
program on the Ottawa River
introduces you to the pleasures of
whitewater and the paddling fraternity.
Adult beginner and intermediate
courses include kayak, paddling gear,
5-day meal program, camping, resort
facilities and instruction.
Season: Mon-Fri; June-Aupst
Cost: $424 P377 US)
Couples Rate: $399 (9355 US)
. Weekend kayak clinics also avnilnble.

~

Wilderness
Tours
89, Beachburg, Ontario KOJ1CO

: B;
CANADA (613)646-2291 fax 646-2996

WEST VIRGINIA'S MOST
COMPLETE PADDLING SHOP
Located in t h e Heart o f t h e
N e w & Gauley Rivers
Products from: Perception, Wilderness
Systems, Silver Creek, Harmony,
Patagonia, Stohlquist, Rapidstyle,
Extrasport, North Face, Teva, Alps,
Nike, Birkenstock, A N D MORE!

This magazineis startingto make
me sick! I was very disappointed when I
read the conservation section in the November/December 91 issue of American
Whitewater. It must be pretty bad when you
can't find anybody to trash, except the
author of a river guide book. (That doesn't
sound semi-professional to me.)
Ed Gertler has been running
whitewater since the early 60s and has run
more creeks and rivers than most boaters
everwill. In thefirst place, if Ed had thought
the Upper Yough too tough to navigate, he
either would have said so or there wouldn't
have been a write-up on that section. The
first sentence of his descriptiontalks about
the Upper Yough having the whitewater
that made the river famous. Now I know
(andI hope you do too) that there is no such
thing as famous whitewater that is nonnavigable.
Ed's description is very well written for a book that was published in 1983.
I'm sure A.W. wouldn't want him to
downplay the nature of the river and then
have some "Complete geek who could not
paddle across a bathtub" drown on the
river. You folks should go back and read
what the purpose of the AWA is, not just
lookat the pictures. Specificallythe education and safety sections.
Just because F.E.R.C. found a
strange way to misconstrue Ed's description is no reason to use him as a scapegoat.
At least Ed Gertler signshis name
to his publications, not a revolting alias like
the author of the conservation section.
What is this magazine coming to?
Bob Walsh
Burned Out Canoe Club
P.S. What map do you all have that shows
theRussell ForkinTennessee? TheRussell
Fork is Virginia's premiere dass 6 run that
flows into Kentucky, a food 36 miles from
Tennessee (as the crow flies).

NORTH AMERICAN
RIVER RUNNERS. I N C
On U.S.'Route 60, % Mile
East of U S . 19 lntersectio~

(Editors' Reply- -We should be whipped!
We shouldbe flogged! Sadly, you are right
on both counts. Tennessee is home to
many great rivers, but, alas, the Russell
Fork is not one of them.
And we do owe E d Gertler an
apology. Those of us who know Ed,hold
him andhisbooksin the highestregard. Ed
has done a lot for our sport andhe is a real

piece in questions meant to direct his sarcasm as F.E.R.C., not at Ed, but it is easy
to seehow the commentcouldbemistaken
for a cheap shot.
So Ed, i f you are still reading
American Whitewater, please accept our
apology.)

Dear Chris,
Congratulations for running the
story on "Boating in British Columbia" in
your Jan/Feb 1992 issue. It & indeed the
"Great Whitewater North" as titled by author Adam Shandro. But I will appreciate it
if you will correct two errors for your readers:
Adam states '...there are no definitive guidebooks to the better runs in
B.C. The series of guides by Betty PrattJohnson tends to overrate rivers and concentrates primarily on those with a Class
3+ to 4- rating."
He then goes on to describe three
runs included in "Whitewater Trips for
Kayakers, Canoeists and Rafters in British
Columbia: Greater Vancouver through
Whistler, Okanagan and Thompson River
Regions" basically agreeing with my ratings. I call the Meatgrinderon the Nahatlatch
Class 4 to 4+ -- he calls it a solid 4. 1 think
he has not read my books. If there is any
discrepancy in our ratings, I've underrated
many rivers as far as Adam is concerned:
Some runs that I've rated Class 3+ to 4
Adam describes as "awesome."
Apart from his statement re: no
definitive guides and re: ratings, it's a great
story. And--do I ever agree!--Adam's party
was verv lucky to meet Diesel. He's a fun,
enthusiastic guy who knows B.C. rivers
inside and out. I recommend that paddlers
who are turned on by Adam's excellent
artide read my books and then contact
Diesel.
(1) In the three"WhitewaterTripsn
books in print you'll find descriptions of 88
whitewater trips and 12 hot springs, seven
of them primitive. Yes, Class 2 water as
well. So many good trips for different folks-from rain forest to desert rivers, to saltwater rapids that sparkle like fireworks.
These three definitive guidebooks
for three regions of British Columbia indude:
a. Rob Lesser hole-riding on Gold
River, page 28 of "Whitewater Trips/
Vancouver Island".
b. Meat grinder photo with "yours
truly" upside down and flailing--that was
the day the drop got its name. But please

note,I finally rolled up. No swim. Page 183,
"Whitewater TripsIBritish Columbia".
c. First descents on Horsethief
and Bobbie Burns Creeks, "Whitewater
Trips and Hot Springs/Kootenaysn.
To obtain these guidebooks, contact your library or bookstore or write to
Adventure Publishing, Point Grey RPO,
PO Box 39141, Vancouver, B.C. Canada
V6R 4P1. Faxortelephone (604)731-9958.
2. Then, when you have an idea
where you want to go, contact Diesel. His
1992 tour schedule indudes mellow rivers
as well as "hair". You name it. For information and reservations: Grizzly Whitewater
Expeditions, R.R. 2, S43, C24, Gibsons,
B.C. Canada VON AVO. Telephone
(604)886-2875.
Yours Truly,
Betty Pratt-Johnson
Vancouver, B.C.

After moving to Georgia, I don't get much
opportunity to use that classic guide, but
I'm ready to buy that "Guide to the Best
Whitewater in Chile" Lars, if you can make
yourself sit at the wordprocessor long
enough.
Thanks!
David Wallace
Norcross, GA

GORILLA
PADDI.ING

An open letter to our Capitol Correspondent
Dear Sir,

Youmay not remember me; we've
met several times at various CCA gatherings and on the river occasionally. I have
not been around for some time as 1 am
currently doing Peace Corp work in Nepal.
I've been receiving the AWA journal, though, and so have been keeping
Hey Gary:
abreast of whitewaterhappenings-the most
spectacular of which are by far and away
Chill out man!
Sublimateyour your conservation efforts. You are doing
reproductive drive by going paddling and amazing work and deserve enormous
by writing more of your sublime whitewater thanks and appreciation. We are, without
drivel! At least your words and thoughts (?) exception, all being enriched by your efare reproduced in American Whitewater. forts and commitment.
The truly enlightened recognize your creHowever, one statement you
ative genius and kindred soul. Even God's made (in a recent journal article) was, I
literary output, the Ten Commandments, thought enormously unfair. Admittedly, Ed
was ill-receivedby some! Poll your reader- Gertler's description of the Upper Yough
ship ifyou dare and need the encourage- contributes to the ease with which the
ment!
authorities are snatching that river away
from us. But, that is more the fault of the
Your supporter.
law than Ed's description. And, as you well
Jack Mitchell
know, Ed has a responsibility to accurately
describe the rivers he reviews. He writes
for the entire boating community, not just
the people who might successfully run the
Upper Yough. The Upper Yough is potenDear Chris,
tially fatally dangerous for most people to
try to navigate. The more people who hurt
Kudos and Muchas Gracias to themselves or die on the river, the less
Lars Holbek and his Chile Prepper Primer! empathy the general public will have with
He has done a great service to potential the boating community. By making rivers
international whitewater cowboys (and cow- saferfor everyone, Ed's generally accurate
girls) in briefly describing some of the rivers descriptions do the boating community a
of Chile. I had the opportunity to do 5 of the service, not a disservice.
rivers listed in 1991, and this definitely
I know this makes a difficult job
whets my appetite for another trip down more difficult andI am enclosing $30 (about
south to that country of great whitewater half my monthly salary) in my own small
and vino tintol
effort to help. Thanks again for your hard
Having boated throughout the and somewhat miraculous work.
1980s in California, I was well versedin the
California Standard: "Guide to the Best Yours,
HairballWhitewater Stories and Boating in Lynn Rodgers
California" by Lars and Chuck Stanley.
Kathmandu, Nepal

n l r ! NARROWS O F l l l E

GREEN

'GORILLA' is an adrenaline charged film which documcnh the
runnmg of North Cimlma'r Grcen k c Gorge. 7his po~enl~ally
fatal seclnon of xh~tevslcrcalled 'Ihc N a m ' vsr vnlil rcccntly
lhnvghl to be unrunnahlc

Pmduccr/Dimcfor Teny Shield dnmalie point of view piclvrcr I c l
you erpcncncc wcmously the .chievemenu of lhcre danng few in
12 112 rnmvlc film that u mdcfimng Ihe malm of pcssibklily In
wh~lcw-alcrsport.
W I S d 'GORII.IA' send 119.95 + $300 pntsl(c and
handlmg to:
T E R R Y SIIII!IS P R O D U C T O N S

To act

'

9621-11 Vinr. Cirrlc
Charlollc. NC 28211
'KU-549-9115

F e a t u r ~ n gq u a l i t y p r o d u c t s f r o m
P e r c e p t i o n , A q u a t e r r a , Extrosport,
Voyageurs, Pacific Water Sports, Blue
Puma, Body Glove, Werner and more.
Write for our FREE Catalog of River Gear.
Dealers: Ask obout our Rescue Bags,
Sprayskirts, and Pogies.

WILDWATER DESIGNS

230PENLLYN PIKE, PENLLYN, PA 19422
215-646-5034

Hvdro spurns boater's comments
By RICH BO WERS
Conservation Program
Director
In the last journal,
the AWA reported on the
processing of over 160 hydro
applications for 231 dam sites
(in 24 states) across the
country. Through this
process, the AWA hoped to
gain previously un-run river
segments de-watered by
hydro bypasses, better
access to rivers through
power company lands, and
scheduled release dates and
flow levels.
After researching
each of these 160 applications, within the 60 day
comment period allowed to
the public by the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), the AWA found
28 which had direct impacts
on whitewater boating. On
March 1st we filed requests
for additional studies, needed
to represent recreational and
environmental uses of these
rivers.
Comments on these
study requests are coming
back - and the news is not
goodl From the returns so
far, (I haven't seen comments
from the Deerfield or
Penobscot) it is dear that the
hydro-developers, and the
National Hydropower Association, are not willing to lose
one red cent to address a
nationwide concern over
public resources.
While this may not
have surprised anyone, I
admit that I was shocked at
the overall disregard for the
opportunities presented by
this re-licensing, and at the
tone set by the power
industry. In their obviously
well coordinated responses,
each of our requests are
disregarded as: "generic
requests", "promoting the

Rich Bowers sits before a stack of comments regarding the effects of hydro plants on whitewater
recreation. Power producers are virtually ignoring A WA comments.
limited objectives of its
affiliates", and "irresponsible
and overreaching".
And not only AWA
requests have met this fate -Fish and Wildlife, state
resource agencies, environmental groups (such as the
Conservation Law Foundation, and the Saco River
Salmon Club) have been
summarily dismissed as "notjustified".
This article is not
meant to rebut these comments (even where a limited
number of shareholders,
profiting from a public
resource, accuse the AWA of
"promoting limited objectives"), but addresses the
overall failure of the hydro
industry to address the
opportunity to restore river
habitat and recreation to
those who enjoy them.
In no instance does
the power industry recognize
the national initiative pre-

sented by this process, nor do
they address the 30 to 50
year impacts represented by
their continued policies. Even
in the face of a growing
national awareness of the
dangers of "irresponsible"
damming of our rivers, the
power companies are happy

to keep their blinders on and
follow their bottom line.
Until this can
change, it will be up to the
AWA, and others, to protect
these 'limited objectives", and
promote *equal consideration"
of river uses above and
beyond power production.

Introducing the greatest
wilderness screw-ups
By RICH BOWERS
Let's paint a picture,
something along the lines of
those calendars that hit the
book stores each year. I'm
specifically thinking of the one
titled 'The World's Hardest
Golf Courses". You know the
one, where the green sits on
a small rock on the lip of
Niagara Falls! I propose a
new one for this year, "The

Greatest Wilderness Screwups of the World".
Coming up with a
cover photo is fairly easy: it's
a picture of the Geddes
Resources Limited, Windy
Craggy mine near the
confluence of the
Tatshenshini (Tat) and Alsek
river canyons.
Considered to be
North America's wildest
rivers, the Tat and Alsek (with

..................................................

a flow six times that of the
Colorado) sit between Glacier
Bay National Park in Southeast Alaska, and Kluane
National Park in Canada's
Yukon. Both rivers are
amona the 10 best raft trips in
the world, and the Alsek '
contains the legendary Turn
Back Canyon, made famous
by the late Walt Blackadar in
his artide 'Caught up in a hell
of whitewater!"
This area, if protected, would complement the
adjourning wilderness of
Wrangel-St. Elais National
Park, Kluane National Park,
Glacier Bay National Park and
Preserve and the Tongass
National Forest and would
create the world's largest
protected international
wilderness1
Alright, so there's
our picture. Now let's take
this spectacular area, home of
prime grizzly habitat, bald
eagles, and the largest
nonpolar ice-fields in the
world, and add in a ...Copper
Mine??
That's rightl, Geddes
Resources Limited of Toronto
hopes to start mining over
100 million tons of copper
(and gold, silver and cobalt)
from the 6,200 ft. Windy
Craggy Mountain, just 20
miles east of the Alaskan
border. Visual enhancements
proposed by this project
indude the destruction of the
mountain itself, and the
creation of a 2,000 foot deep
pit to take its place. To
contain the 48 million tons of
acid-generating waste rock
from this mine, Geddes will
construct a scenic 2.5 mile
reservoir, separated from the
Tat by a 100 foot high dam
(built, of course, in an active
fault zone). Additional waste
rock, with a lower sulfide
content and a lower contamination rate, will simply be
dumped on the nearby
glacier.
To complete this
scenario, let's also throw in 70
miles of roads (20 along the

CoNsERVE
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Lower Falls on Quebec's Great Whale River. A massive hydro project threatens the river.
banks of the Tat), to accommodate the 120 to 225 ore
trucks rumbling out of here
each day. These trucks are
on their way to the port of
Haines, Alaska, through
which Geddes plans to ship
24 million gallons of fuel and
thousands of tons of explosives. And since we are on a
roll anyway, let's build the
roads through the Chilkat
Bald Eagle Preserve. In his
artide, 'Down the
Tatshenshini: Notes from a
cold river", Edward Abbey
described this area as one
where "Bald eagles go
winging by, almost as
common here as buzzards in
the desert".
The company says
that spills and accidents are
inevitable, but it will be good
for the economy and create
jobs. With this corporate
philosophy, Geddes seems
intent in inviting the buzzards
in early!
Our February
calendar selection is of equal
significance, in fact, this one
should be a fold-out. The
snormity of the Great Whale
Project, James Bay Power
Project II,could be done

justice only in this manner.
This project was a
hot topic in 1991 also, when
"American Whitewater"
presented an in-depth artide
in the January/February
issue, and another artide, "No
ordinary river trip for two
pals", in the September1
October issue. Like the Tat
and Alsek, this project offers
ecological destruction on a
grand scale, but, due to
recent developments, the
United States (New York
State in particular) may have
pulled the economic rug out
from under Hydro-Quebec.
Before you pop open
the champagne however,
remember that this is project
# II. The La Grande Project
(phase I&II), completed in
1985 and costing $16 billion
to construct, generates
10,282 megawatts of power,
and created 3 powerhouses,
9 dams and 206 dikes along
the La Grande River watershed. The Great Whale
project, just to the North of the
La Grande, is equal in its
scope and damage to rivers.
This portion of the overall plan
will generate another 3,060
megawatts, and create

another 5 powerhouses, 5
dams and 125 more dikes
(note: perhaps we should
make this our December
project; we could sing to the
tune of "The twelve dams of
Christmas").
The overall plan,
induding Project Ill,
Nottaway-Broadback-Rupert,
would ultimately affect 20
rivers draining into James and
Hudson bays, alter a watershed the size of France, and
submerge an area the size of
Lake Ontario.
The good news is
that on March 28 of this year,
New York State cancelled a
$12 billion, 20 year contract to
buy power from HydroQuebec. New York officials
cited only economic reasons
for the cancellation, but there
is a good chance they didn't
want to deal with AWA's New
York resident and hydro
expert - Pete Skinner.
This loss comes
directly after the passage of
the March 16 Hoyt Bill in the
New York State Assembly,
requiring environmental
review of any major contract
for the importation of electricity. This loss will hopefully

strain Hydro-Quebec's
finances and credit rating to
the point where the project is
no longer feasible.
Our final first quarter

well aware of the Bio-Bio's
numerous dass V rapids, with
names such as Lost Yak,
Lava South, One-eyed Jack
and Jug-buster. And due to

Joe Greiner in the maw of the Bio-Bio's One-Eyed Jack
report, represents the other
end of the Americas: Chile's
famous Rio-Bio-Bio (see last
issue's "Chile Prepper"
artide), and another of the
world's ten best whitewater
rivers.
Most paddlers are

the popularity of this river,
paddlers are equally up to
date on the environmental
damage offered by hydroelectric projects currently
under construction.
As a quick background, the Bio-Bio, one of

Chile's largest rivers, has
been targeted by its recently
privatized national electric
company, ENDESA, as the
recipient of six major dam
sites. The completed project
(of which only three sites are
economically feasible in
today's market) would
generate 2,900MW of power,
and cost an estimated $3
Billion.
As we have seen in
our own country, mis-planned
use of hydropower, the so
called 'dean-renewable
energy resource" can cause
untold environmental damage. In addition to destroying
the natural setting of the area,
this proposed master-plan
would eliminate Chile's most
famous world dass
whitewater and the tourism
economy ($) created by this
resource.
Other concerns,
such as the impacts on the
9,000 indigenous Pehuenche

and wildlife species, and the
general intelligence associated with building dams on
active seismic faults, all come
into play with this issue.
As we go to press,
the International Finance
Corporation (IFC), an arm of
the World Bank, is headed to
Chile to start their final
appraisal. Once completed,
this report to the IFC Board of
Directors could spell the
death of this whitewater
Shangri-la, by providing the
additional $75 Million needed
to finance the project. There
have been no known reversals on issues at this level.
Interested parties in
this country, induding the
AWA, are working with the
Grupo de Accion por el BioBio (GABB) to stall this
appraisal. Hopes are that a
better Environmental Impact
Assessment, and/or stronger
political pressures can be
brought into play to save this
river.
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Inside the Beltwav

Amended energy bill trashes hydro
By ED E.

LINE

An eight-lane
interstate highway (known as
the "beltway") encircles
Washington, D.C.' like an
impenetrable moat isolating
the capitol from the outside
world. Inside this terrifying
inferno, while the rest of the
nation looks on in horror, the
ponderous wheels of government slowly grind away. The
world inside the beltway is a
cacophonous Tower of
Babel- inhabited by politicians, bureaucrats, T.V. news
casters, lobbyists, lawyers,
government contractors, drug
addicts, and special interest
groups.
Undeterred by this
horrific scene, and ever alert
to anything and everything

affecting whitewater, AWA
keeps a dose watch on
events of interest to
whitewater boaters. The
following is part of a continuing series of reports from
inside the beltway.
'Stands for Darkness and
Confusion.
Editor's Note: Unless otherwise stated, the views
expressedin this artice are
those of the author and do not
reflect the policies or views of
the A WA.
UGLY DUCKLING BECOMES BEAUTIFUL SWAN
For almost 2 years
now AWA beltway insiders
have charted the spasmodic
gyrations of the Bush

TIGHT SKIRTS
SPRAYSKIRTS

administration's national
energy bill as it stumbled
through Congress. We have
reported in this column on all
the various zigs and zags
along the way. When the bill
fizzled last year in the fight
over oil drilling in the Arctic
Wildlife Refuge, river conservationists cheered its demise.
For people who care about
rivers, this was an unusually
an ugly piece of legislation. A
big piem of the bill was
designed to speed up
hydropower development at
the expense of natural
resources (i.e. free flowing
rivers).
Although the bill died
in 1991, it came back to life
again like a vampire in early
'92..... without the Arctic
Refuge problem but still

containing the same nasty
looking hydropower provisions. A fight began in the
Senate, and, showing
surprising strength, river
conservationistsmanaged to
strip most of the pro-hydropower language out
through a series of amendments which passed on the
Sanate floor. (Thank you
Senator Tim Wirth of Colorado I!)
Next the bill was
taken up in the House of
Representatives. River
advocates figured "What the
Hell. We're on a roll here.
Why not try to make this ugly
thing into something beautiful." A campaign began, with
AWA, American Rivers, the
Wildlife Federation, and
several other groups lobbying

around the dock to encourage members of Congress to
offer amendments to actually
protect rivers from unwise
hydropower development.
They struck paydirt
quickly. Congressman Peter
Kostmayer of Pennsylvnia
said he would push a package of amendments to allow
States to veto hydropower
projects. Then Congressman
Vento of Minnesota said he
would offer amendments to
protect parks and public lands
from hydropower and
Congressman Studds of
Massachusetts said he would
offer amendmdnts to protect
fish. The process was over
almost before it had begunand virtually ALL the pro-river
amendments passed in the
committees initially considering the bill.
Hydropower industry
lobbyists appeared on Capitol
Hill the next day to survey the
wreckage. Their anger was
visible. Their pro-hydro

provisions were in ruins. Even
worse they were now facing
no less than 6 new pro-river
protection provisions. They
vowed to fight back when the
bill arrives on the floor of the
House of Representatives in
May for a vote by the full
House. As this article goes to
press, a major battle is
shaping up between the
hydropower industry and river
conservation groups, with
river conservationist- for
once- appearing to hold the
upper hand.
If the amendments
now in the bill stay where they
are, what started out life as an
ugly duckling will emerge from
Congress a beautiful swan.
FERC would no longer be
able to license private
hydropower development
within national and State
parks, or on State wild and
scenic rivers like the Klamath
in Oregon or the Skykomish in
Washington or the
Youhiogheny in Maryland, or

on State protected rivers like
the North Fork of the
Payettee.
ARKANSAS RIVERS BILL
FINALLY PASSES
Within enthusiastic
AWA support, a bill to
designate as wild and scenic
206 miles of 8 Arkansas rivers
has now been enacted into
law. Six of these rivers are
listed in the AWA Nationwide
Whitewater Inventory as
whitewater runs: PINEY
CREEK, the BUFFALO, the
COSSATOT, the LITTLE
MISSOURI, the MULBERRY,
and RICHLAND CREEK. This
is the second State package
to wild and scenic rivers bills
to pass this year. Earlier this
year President Bush signed
the Michigan Rivers bill
designating 14 rivers wild and
scenic, including whitewater
steams such as the BLACK,
tributaries of the
ONTONAGON, the PAINT,

the PINE, the PRESQUE
ISLE, the STURGEON, and
the BRULE. Pennsylvania
also picked up a new Federal
Wild and Scenic river with the
designation of certain
sections of the ALLEGHENY.
PENDING WHITEWATER
LEGISLATION
The Arkansas and
Michican rivers bills were big
victories, and more may be
yet to come. Hearings have
been held on a bill to designate the LOWER MAIN
SALMON in Idaho as wild and
scenic and to ban hydropower
development on the NORTH
FORK OF THE PAYETTE. It
now looks like the PAYETTE
will be dropped out due to
opposition from commercial
outfitters who do not want the
LOWER MAIN SALMON
tangled up with the PAYETTE
issue which is much more
controversial. Private boaters
still rate the North Fork of the
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Payette as tops on our
agenda because the river is
such an outstanding
whitewater run and because it
is imminently threatened by
hydropower.
The bill to designate
the GUNNISON River in
Colorado as Federal wild and
scenic is still struggling
through Congress as is bill to
make Alabama's LllTLE
RIVER CANYON a National
Preserve and the bill to
designate 31.5 miles of
SESPE CREEK in Southern
California as a wild and
scenic.

this problem. Finally, last fall,
Congressman Peter
Kostmayer (D-PA) and
Congressman George Miller
(D-CA) both gave AWA the
green light to develop a
proposal. The river registry bill
was the result. It was introduced by Congressman
Kostmayer- and suddenly,
now, like a change in the
weather, everyone seems to
be jumping on board.

Idaho seeks to restrict hydro power on the N. Fork Payette

I
HEARINGS ON RIVER
REGISTERY BILL
Since prehistoric
times (or so it seems)
American Whitewater has
been trying to develop a new
river protection strategy, a
strategy that would make it
easier to deal with threats to
rivers located on private

lands. AWA has argued that
most fo these rivers are not
qualified to be National Wild
and Scenic Rivers and that,
even if they are qualified,
political reality dictates that
they NEVER will be. For
example, there are NO
federal wild and scenic rivers
in New York or in Maine or in
North Carolina. Why not ?

The program just does not
work well in areas where a lot
of privte lands are involved.
Almost all wild and scenic
rivers are within National
Forests or within other
existing Federal land areas.
In years past,
despite eloquent pleas, AWA
has been unsuccessful in
convincing anyone to work on

Old article
trips up FERC
on Salmon
While the Town of
Orwell, New York, historian
had probably rarely encountered paddlers in her archives, she politely welcomed
AWNS researchers into her
backroom gracefully. In fact,
she seemed genuinely
interested in our quest and
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had spent a good deal of time
looking for the items we had
asked for over the phone
some time earlier.
After the obligatory
pleasantries and barely
comprehensible explanations
of our mission, we asked if
she had found anything about
floating logs down New York's
Salmon River near Pulaski.
Barely able to mask her
excitement, she led us to the
inner sanctum where she
openedupashoeboxof
clippings and other papers.
Inside the box among other
materials, was a short three
column-inch piece which
caught our eyes.
Scanning the
yellowed newsprint, the words
literally jumped off the page.
Barely able to believe what
we saw, the squib stated that
around the turn of the century,
logs were cut in the upper
Salmon watershed, floated
down the river, over Salmon

Falls, down to Pulaski, and
then rafted on Lake Ontario to
Oswego where they were cut
into lumber by the Littlejohn
Company. Thanks to her
help, we at last had the proof
we had long been seeking the Salmon was used as a
highway of commerce - the
Holy Grail for legal navigability.
The road to her
place had taken months, the
search for the proof of
commercial use of the river
becoming an obsession. We
weren't alone. Niagara
Mohawk, who had contended
logs were floated down only
segments of the Salmon,
were hot on our trail, in library
after historical society. They
were trying to assure themselves no surprises would
upset the decision FERC had
reached earlier that the
information which existed to
prove commercial use of the
river was not substantial

enough. Without that proof,
Federal law would allow the
Company to operate as they
pleased in perpetuity; paddler
priorities would never receive
the balanced consideration
they deserve. Now, only the
federal courts stood in the
way for FERC and NIMO.
And, as it turned out, the slip
of paper in the shoebox.
After exhausting two
well prepared administrative
appeals before FERC, AWA
agonized about a court
appeal. Although our filings
were succinct and well
researched, the NYS DEC
appeals appeared uninspired.
Their support in Court
seemed unlikely. We
reluctantly decided to throw in
the towel - the costs of federal
court appeals would have
been just too great for AWA
to bear alone.
But, in a surprise
move, NYS DEC called upon
the NY Attorney General to

-

file a judicial appeal. Thanks
to some fabulous writing and
research by AWA and John
Escheverria of American
Rivers, we were able to file an
amicus brief with our unique
view of the facts in addition to
the State briefs. It would pay
off in the decision.
Oral argument was
held in early October of 1991,
the newspaper article we had
found buried conspicuously in
a footnote in the State's brief logs were floated from
Redfield to Oswego, using the
Salmon in its entirety.
At the argument, the
three judges appeared alert
and well prepared. That is
when things got really
interesting. According to
witnesses, the judges listened
intently to the AG's attorney
and then waited for the FERC
attorney to rebut the State's
claims. After the FERC
attorney spoke for a while,
one judge interrupted and
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asked if the FERC attorney
had read the footnoted
newspaper artide showing
that logs were floated down
the Salmon from Redfield,
over the falls, out to the
harbor and rafted to Oswego.
The FERC attorney appeared
surprised. The judge said
'Let me read it to you." and he
proceeded to read it all out
loud! The attorney appeared
dumbfounded and had no
explanation. After the judge
read it to the NIMO lawyer,
the war appeared won.
Checkmate!
The deasion came
out January 13,1992 and
reflected the attitudes that the
judges showed at the
argument. They concluded
that "One would have to blink
reality to condude that the
inhabitants of these sparsely
settled towns used the many
thousands of feet of lumber
that these mills produced
each year." to support their

condusion that the river
served as a major route of
commerce. "We are at a loss
to understand how the
Commission could overlook
undisputed historical evidence
that commerce through the
harbor consisted primarily of

river by canoeists
'demonstrat[es] the stream's
availability for commercial
navigation."
The Court expanded
the concept of navigability by
defining it to indude even our
canoes and kavaks used for

forest and dairy products and
fisheries." instead of logs they
further opined.
More important to
paddlers, perhaps, is that the
Court pointed out that
"Niagara Mohawk's third
ground, belittling evidence of
'mere boating and rafting',
also demonstrates a misunderstanding of well-settled
law." Also, the court reminded FERC of its earlier
stand with which they agreed
"The Commission has
recognized that the use of a

fun as proof of navigability. It
also recognized the adverse
impacts of NIMO's hydro
projects on recreational uses
of the river - the reasons that
we are in the game in the first
place. As a result, the Court
legitimized our sport and
rebuked FERC for buying
hook, line and sinker NIMO's
flawed interpretation of law
and the facts. Better still,
lawyers and river advocates
have a very strong precedent
to cite in similar cases all
across America - in part

because AWA stayed in the
game.
Finally, the Court
summed it all up by stating
"Uncontrovertedevidence of
past and present usage of the
Salmon River for both boating
and logging was so substantial that its rejection by the
Commission was arbitrary
and capricious and constituted a dear error of judgement." Hooray for the
shoebox and our committed
searchers who never gave up!
Who says assiduous research
by volunteer paddlers can't
make a difference?
The fun has just
begun. AWA and all other
users will be required to get
together to convince FERC
and NlMO to adopt part of our
requests for water releases
etc. in a totally new FERC
proceeding. AWA and other
paddler groups will be well
represented.
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Bill Hoyt
paddles his
tinal river
By PETER SKINNER
This March, paddlers lost a loyal
friend of rivers - one of a handful of legislators on this earth who really understoodthe
ways of whitewater - Bill Hoyt.
Bill was a big man, but never let
his size dominate others. While his office
wreaked of cigar smoke normally associated with unsympathetic power brokers,
Bill was always solicitous. He helped others do their best, developing constituencies, coalescingcoalitions andhelping them
reach the agreements which make law.
Rivers and children and history were his
passions.
He also loved to paddle - northern
Canada in particular. Propelled out the
teaching into the New York Assembly in
1974, energy policy and women's and
children's issues became his hallmark for
nearly two decades. On March 25, Bill died
on the floor of the Legislature, a victim of a
heart attack. He was only 54.
Bill Hoyt loved rivers and
more remote and further North, the better.
He loved whitewater too, but gave it his
healthy respect. "My stomach always
heaves a bit as the canoe is drawn into the
smooth tongue of the current above the first
drop." he once wrote in the AWA Journal.
He paddled over 2000 miles of Arcticrivers,
relishing the trackless open spaces and
physical discomforts and privation. Read
Bill's story of leftover lizard on the Horton
River in the Northwest Territories (AWA
Journal, MIA 1988). He stubbornlyrefused
to allow his heart condition to slow his
passion for exploration. In1983, he paddled
some 325 miles on the Bonnet Plume and
Peel Rivers in northern Canada which was
featured on Ted Turner's WTBS.
In his wonderful AWA story about
the Horton, he sums up his view of paddling:
"Canoeing, especially long-distance wilderness canoeing with its emphasis on 20-mile days, is not intellectually
taxing. Rhythmical, steady plodding, the
job is to get from point A to point B without

'

Whitewater lost a friend with the passing of NewYork Representative Bill Hoyt
majormishap. C d dweatherandrainstorms
are vexations, but not unbearable ones ...
Portaaes, of anvlenath. have no virtueand
shouldbe avoidedat any cost. "(emphasis
is mine)
Bill loved epic stories and told
them around the campfire with gusto. He
was a man's man--a good fellow who loved
his cigars, red meat and scotch after dinner. Around Albany, everyone knew him
as he went from table to table in the restaurants, raucously celebrating life and other
people's good fortune.
His vision and chairmanship of
the Assembly Energy Committee helped
createlegislationwhich guaranteed6 cents
for every kilowatt that utilities bought outside their grid, aimedat stimulatingcheaper
competitorsto utilities and eventually making New York an oasis for independent
power generators. Sadly, it also attracted
lots of hydro developers, lusting after dams
on New York's scarce whitewater - and

that's where our story begins.
It was about 1985 when Bill Hoyt
and I became very close. It all started in a
strange way. Freaked out by the small
hydro rush of the early 1980s, Ron Smith,
a principal in an Adirondack raft company,
and I desperately searched for ways to
stem the tide. Maybe, we wondered, we
could kill the 6 cent subsidy that Hoyt had
hoped wouldhelp NewYork, but not ruin its
rivers. Bearing our lists of some 500 hydro
applications like latter day Cyranos, we set
off to convince his aide that rivers were at
risk of ruination.
After 30 minutes of spiritedmoaning in front of her desk, we sat in stunned
silence as she told us coldly that our fears
of river destruction were unfounded and
that the Assembly planned to pass a bill
that very year to raise the 6 cent floor to
EIGHT CENTS!!!!!! We beat a hasty retreat andregrouped. Someone said, "Hoyt's
a paddler - why don't you talk directly to
him?"

Two weeks later, we did sit down
in his office, crowded with aides and four
paddlers. So excited we were to get a
chance to talk to Bill, we talked non-stop for
an hour. When we paused, Bill turned his
attention to our more quiet member, Betty
Quick (substantially his senior) of the Sierra Club; why she was there? Politely,
she said "Because I love rivers - rivers like
the Nahanni [a great wilderness river in
British Colombia] which you like too" pointing up to the pictures of Canadianriver trips
which dominated Hoyt's walls.
'So, he queried with curiosity,
When did you run it?" 'Just last year" Betty
said modestly. Already more respectful,
Bill inquired where she put in. "Oh, the
plane couldn't land near the river, so we
had to carry our boats and gear over the
ridge to the headwaters." Bill, who had
never faced rigors on the Nahanni quite
that challenging,gracefully accepted a oneup-paddlership defeat and said "How can I
help you folks?" In her own way, Betty
delivered the message Bill needed to hear
- rivers he and we loved needed his attention. Within couple of days that aide Ron
and I had spoken to earlier had quit her job
with Bill'sCommitteetoforma hydro power
lobbying group, clearing the way for work

'
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with Hoyt on the New York Rivers Bill and
a raft of other river initiatives. Bill lost the
drive to push the 8 cent bill and the demise
of the 6 cent bill is likely to occur this year.
Paddlers and Bill never parted
ways again. He introduced bill after bill with
our needs in mind, pressed for funding and
better programs, and fought for access to
the Niagara River, the Letchworth Gorge
and all other riversin the State. Hecheered
us from the riverbankof the mighty Niagara
in awe when we were gettingtrashedamong
the Himalaya waves. He even rode with
dignity on the Great Whale in our rubber
rafts he deemed "pusillanimous" ('lacking
courage; cowardly,..' the dictionary says.)
Bill loved to use that word to excoriate
those who would shrink from the challenge, those, who with the prize in sight,
would sit down to thinkitover. Bill never did
that. "Bill Hoyt did not have to wait for
publicopinion polls or lengthy environment
impad studies to figure out how he should
feel about what would be done [by the
James Bay projects]." said New York's
Environmental Planning Lobby.
Bill loved history. He taught early
EuropeanHistory aroundBuffalo, New York
for years. I asked him at dinner just the
other day why he stopped teaching history
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to become a legislator. 'I was driving to
school one day after a decade of teaching
and suddenly realized that for the first time
I wasn't excited about my lecture. A couple
of months later,I quit." Thatwasthe way he
was - steadfastly committed to excellence.
History and Bill Hoyt collided just
before he died. While he guidedlots important bills through the legislature, 145 in all,
his defense of Northern Quebec from the
ravages of mega hydro projects will certainly be his epitaph. While Bill had been
decryingthe James Bay projectimpactsfor
years, winning the Environmental Planning Lobby's 1991 "Green Couragenaward
for his work, 1992, his last year, will mark
the nadir of his accomplishments.
It was the AWA/Earth River Expeditions trip to James Bay last summer to
see first hand what that mega project had
done and what it will do if expanded that
really focused his attention. Bill came back
from the trip galvanized and swinging
hard. Surrounded by TV cameras in
Montreal immediately after getting off the
plane, he declared total war on James Bay
11. Because of his commitment, this project
soon rivetted the attention of Canada,
America and New York's Governor. The
public hearings that we had proposed to
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him and Senator Franz Leichter around the
campfires on the Great Whale river became his bully pulpit - an extraordinary
stage in New York City for the Cree Indians
to tell their story and for the energy planners to admit that more power from the
North was no longer cost effective or neo
essary. Bill repeatedly tore into the representative of the NYS Power Authority.
Fuming with righteous rage, he strode into
the Assembly soon afterward, bills in hand
to right this great wrong.
Firm in his conviction and surroundedby supporters, he pushed through
his bill to require an environmental impact
investigation in New York into the impacts
that this state's proposed gigawatt hour
purchase contracts would have on the tundra, its abundant wildlife, and native
peoples. Impressed, Governor Cuomo
moved quickly, first delaying signing the
proposed $16 billion, 21 year power import
contract, and then demanding a careful
study in New York State of its impacts.
But while talking energy policy
with his aides on the floor of the Assembly
afew days after his bill passed, Bill paddled
his last mile, just short of victory for the
northern lands he loved. Bill was gone for
good.
AWA was privileged to be with
him on his last river trip. Although riding the
raft was below his dignity, he served as the
trip's focal point. He saw that he had a
mission and realized that he bore the responsibility to achieve it. Three days after
he died, the Governor axed the proposed
contract entirely. Without that contract,
James Bay II will probably never be built.
Bill, we hope you know that history will judge you as the man who did more
than anyone to create the conditions which
will eventually kill the Great Whale project
and to stop the headlonghydro rush in New
York. You translated your love for rivers
into real action. You were truly unique and
irreplaceable - and will be greatly missed.
We hope that around the campfire and on the riverside and even in the
restaurants and offices in town, you got the
message - that we all cherishedyour ethics
and visions, your smile and courtesy, your
love of the outdoors, your hearty laugh and
solicitous nature, your delight in other's
accomplishments, even our silly whitewater
exploits you secretly wished you had a
chance to do too. Neither paddlers nor
history will ever forget you.

Paddlers resist Youghf ees
Opposition to the fee is being
spearheaded by three of western
Pennsylvania's paddling dubs with the
assistance of the American Whitewater
With apologies to Shakespeare... Affiliation. The local dubs fighting the fee
omething is rotten in the state of Pennsyl- are the Keystone River Runners, theThree
ania; while paddlers have been dreaming Rivers Paddling Club and the Benscreek
f their next river trip, the bureaucrats of Canoe Club.
Leaders of the protest movement
'ennsylvania have been dreaming up a
have raised the following concerns:
jay to make them pay for it.
*Charging a fee to paddle a free
Effective April, 1992, the Pennylvania Department of Environmental flowing river sets a dangerous precedent.
lesourcesinitiatedanew whitewater boat- If Pennsylvania succeeds in charging to
~gfee on the Lower Youghiogheny River paddle the Lower Yough, it seems likely
~tOhiopyle State Park. This new fee is that other state and governmental agenlirected exclusively at private boaters; cies will initiate similar "pay to play" policies
on rivers under their jurisdiction.
,ayakers, canoeists and private rafters.
*The fee represents a dangerous
At first, the DER claimed that the
harge was a 'user fee", initiated to make erosion of the very public resources that
ure that private boaters paid their fair state park systems are supposed to prohare for the use of park facilities like tect. Rivers are not the only resources
lathhouses and parking lots. Now they under threat. In addition to the whitewater
lave changed their terminology and they fee at Ohiopyle, the state of Pennsylvania
Ire calling it a "reservationfee". But the fee is now charginga $1 reservationfee to stay
till not be limited to those who call ahead in the shelters on the Laurel Highlands
Hiking Trail. Opponents to the fee consider
3 make reservations; those who just show
~pto paddle the river will be charged the this afundamentalissue, asking whether it
is appropriate for state parks to be *pay if
3e as well.
Boaters will be asked to pay $4.00 you want to play" parks, reserved for the
ler person; $1 5 0 will be utilized to pay for use of only those citizens who can afford to
i e shuttle bus ride out of Brunner's Run use them.
*The new fee is blatantly disthis has been effect for years), and $2.50
#illbe applied to the "reservation". The criminatory towards private boaters. In its
tate anticipates an income of a quarter of justification for the fee the DER claimed
that private boaters should be paying to
I million dollars a year from the fee. But
lone of this money is slated specifically for use park facilities such as restrooms, the
seat Ohiopyle,instead it will go into afund change house and parking lots. But no
similar fees are being levied on other park
iat supports all state parks.
Because the fee was quietly en- users who use the same facilities. As it is
~ctedlast fall, many boaters are still un- the state already receives a percentage of
ware of its existence. Most will hear of it the shuttle fee that is charged private boatxthefirst tirnewhen they arrive atohiopyle ers.
*The fee comes on the heels of a
3 make their first run of the season. But a
oalition of groups and individuals has huge state tax increase in Pennsylvania.
lunchedan active campaign to get the fee Pennsylvaniaresidentsalready support and
"pay for" their state parks with their tax
epealed.
ly DEBORAH PA 7Z
'resident, Keystone River Runners

Clip Out Coupon
Yes, lopposethe Youghuser fee. Please sendme a'Say No to YoughUser FeeRbumpersticker.
Enclosedisa self addressed, stamped No. 10 envelope andmy optional donation of $1. (Checks
or money orders payable to Keystone River Runners, 35 E. Burrell St., Blairsville, PA 15717

Name

Street
City, State and zip

(

) hrt my name on your mailing list. I'm interested in helping to fight this fee.

dollars.
Those desiring more information
on this issue or interested in helping to
oppose the fee should contact Phil or
Debbie Patz at 412 459-8631,Tom Irwin at
41 2 537-6363 or Ron Gardner at 412 6762267. Additional information regarding
opposition to the fee is induded in the
sidebar published with this artide.

The Finest Kayaks Around the World
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T-Canyon
Predictable and responsive,
the T-Canyon offers optimum
safety and performance for everyone
from steep creek boaters to beginners.
A joy to paddle on any adventure.

Just say no!
The state of Pennsylvania claims
that any opposition to the new whitewater
fee at Ohiopyle State Park will be short
lived. We're out to prove them wrong!
Here's what you can do to help...
*Mark your calendar for Saturday, May 23,Thatisthe date ofthecoalition's
first %oatinaatOhiopyleState Park. What's
a boat-in? An opportunity for paddlers to
show how strongly they oppose fees for
paddling a river. What do you do? Just
show up at Ohiopyle by 8 a.m. Then enjoy
all the park facilities that are still free of
charge. Remember--- this no longer includes the river. You can still hike, swim,
picnic or ride the bike trail. Whatever you
do, be peaceful and orderly. The boat in
willendat 3p.m. Then you might even want
topaddle the river... for free! We're hoping
for a huge turn out and media coverage.
Other boat ins are being planned, but we
need lots of support to make them effective.
Boycottthe Lower Youghduring
all fee collection hours. Refuse to organize
anyraftindhard boating trips on the Lower
Yough. Paddle the river only when the
ranger station is closed. If you have already obtainedpermits, don't get any more.
Tourism translatesinto bgbucks
in the Laurel Highlands of Pennsylvania.
We want to hit them where it hurts... in the
wallet, Avoid camping at Ohiopyle State
Park. Don't spend money in the Ohiopyle/
Laurel Highlands area. This includes gas,
food, rentals, equipment purchases, etc.
Let the shopkeepers know what you are
doing and why,
We've got to make our voices
heard!
*If you live outside Pennsylvania,
call 1-800-VISIT-PA. Let them know that
you wont be visiting any state that charges
you to boat a river. Call for the principle.
*If you live in Pennsylvania. call
1-800-925-7669. Tell them how much you
used to enjoy the Laurel Highlands and
why you won't be there this summer.

The Prijon line of kayaks are blowmolded
from HTP-the finest High Molecular Weight
Polyethylene. Its stiffness and durability together with our true Keyhole cockpits and
collision plate footbraces set a
-standard ior safety
and con

Ir

Invader

decade is available in either light
or extreme confisurations. Unmatched
for surfing, yet very comfortable on the
edge. Simply the best playboatthere is.

iopolino-Duo

.-

e worlds first whitewater K2
playboat. It surfs and rolls like a single.
Great for expert teams, Couples and guiding
novices. You can fall in love with a Topo-Duo.
IF

For information on these boats and the rest
of the Prijon line, call or write: (303) 444-2336
Wildwasser Sport USA, Inc. P.O. Box 4617, Boulder, CO 80306

MITCHELL PADDLES
OE FLOTATION
YAK FLOTATION

*If you live in Pennsylvania, write
or call your state legislator. We need to
ury them with calls and mail. These are
be people who can pressure the DER to
et the fee rescinded. But we have to make
lot of noise!
*Display a bumper sticker!
umper stickers with the message 'Just
ay No to Yough User Fee" are available
)ptional$l donation). Alldonationswillbe
sed to defray the costs of opposing the

fee.
*Tell yourfriendsandfamily about
this problem. Ultimately this will not just
effect boaters... but everyone who utilize
the state parks. If boaters can be made to
pay for paddling a river, what can stop the
government from charging for hiking,
sightseeing, biking, etc? This is a fundamental issue with long reaching implications and we need to fight it now... or be
prepared to pay and pay and pay!

1992 NO W R rodeo circuit set

CALL FOR FREE COLOR CATALOG OF
OVER 400 PADDLESPORT PRODUCTS.
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The National Organization of
Jhitewater Rodeos (NOWR), an umbrella
roup formed by AWA to ease the coordiation and sponsorship process for
lhitewater rodeos nationwide, has final:edits sponsorshiproster and is kicking off
s event schedule for 1992.
NOWR consists of events held
woughout the country which will be held
om April through September this year. All
fits individual whitewater freestyle events
re locally organized and are held to both
PIromote whitewater recreation and raise
amsumer awareness of the need to protejet our whitewater resources. These rodleos feature freestyle "hot dog" competiticDn and may indude squirt boating, slalom
rsices, downriver or sprint races and events
SIpecifically for inflatables.
Several individual event organizrs -- Susan Debret (American River Fes-

I

tival), Cindy Scherrer (Bob's Hole Rodeo)
and Cathy Weil (PotomacwhitewaterFestival) -- are members of the NOWR organizingcommittee, along with RisaShimoda
Callaway (AWA President) and Ellen
Babers DeCuir (Mistress of Events for the
Nantahala Outdoor Center). This group
has worked through the winter to sewre
sponsorship and to reinforce the connection between the events.
NOWR has also developed a set
of judging guidelines which it plans to test
at several events during 1992. The guidelines are the product of extensive collaboration between several rodeo organizers,
squirt boat expert Jim Snyder and Jennifer
Wiger, judging chairperson for the AWA
OcoeeRodeo. Onceestablished, the guidelines will provide continuity and a point of
reference for both the competitors and
spectators at these events.
'

1992 NOWR RODEO CALENDAR
EVENT

LOCATION

New River Kayak Rodeo

McCoy, VA

CONTACT
Bill Sgrinia

(703) 387-6172
Bob's Hole Rodeo

Estacada, OR

Cindy Scherrer

(503) 6683121
Potomac Whitewater Festival Great Falls
Nat'l Park
Bigfork Whitewater Festival
Bigfork, MT
Blackfoot Whitewater Wkend Missoula, MT

Cathy Weil

(301 ) 229-5637
Gary Barker
(406) 258-3355
Joel Meier

(406)243-6459
Animas River Days

Durango, CO

Nancy Wiley

(303)259-3893
AWA Ocoee Rodeo

Ducktown, TN

Susan Gentry

Gallatin Whitewater Festival

Bozeman, MT

Guy Erb

(404)654-2725

O T T E R BAR LODGE
h
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\ <
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I'ORKS O F SALMON. CALIFORNIA 96031

(916) 462-4772

(406)587-7575
Payette Whitewater Roundup Banks, ID

Bruce Bistline

(208)345-3654
Tulsa Dust Bowl Rodeo

Tulsa. OK

Randy Jackson

(918)834-8622
American River Festival

Coloma. CA

Susan Debret

(916)626-3435

Many
manufacturers
of
whitewater and outdoor gear have made a
commitment to the NOWR this year at
differing levels. Perception, Inc. and Paddler Magazine are the Premier National
Sponsors for NOWR events. Patagonia
and Croakies will be National Major Sponsors. National Contributing Sponsors indude Adventure Medical Kits, the American Whitewater Affiliation, Aquaholic, Bob
Foote Products, Canoe Magazine,Chums,
Colorado Kayak Supply, Four Corners
Riversports, Gentry Video, HiTrax Sandals, ICS books, Jack's Plastic Welding,
JAG Manufacturing, Kokatat, Menasha
RidgePress, PD Designs, RiversandMountains, Teva, Werner Paddles, Wildwater
Designs and Yakima.
In addition, nearly twenty other
manufacturers have agreed to support
NOWR events through regional sponsorship of selected events. NOWR extends its
appreciation to sponsors at all levels for
their support and encouragement of these
important whitewater events.

Traits of a
successful
whitewater
organization
By RIC ALESCH

Idon't claimto be the expert on what makes
an organization great, but recent requests
for guidance from persons starting new
dubs ortryingtoshore upoldones prompted
me to put some thoughts on paper. Maybe
this will stimulate others to offer their ideas.
While my frame of reference is somewhat
limited, I have been involved with a fairly
successful dub, the Colorado White Water
Association, for about 10 years. Not that
CWWA is the ultimate in whitewater, but it
has been around for about 35 years and
current membership is a healthy 450 persons. Following are 7 traits that I think
contribute to a successful dub.
1. A Few Dedicated People. The
need for dedicated folks may seem obvious but it cannot be overstated. The sue
cess of the organization will probably rise
and fall with the efforts of a relatively few
individuals. As a general rule of thumb,
about 5-10 percent of the members will be
active participants. The rest will be passive
members that send in their dues, read the

ITIRED OF PADDLING SLUGS?
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Then the BANDIT is the boat for you!
All layups: Glass, Poly,Kevlar
Heavy-duty seams
Sparkle or solid colors
Also available as kits
Squirt and kids' models

PADDLES
Compieie line of wcicsders 2i synthetic kayak paddles
Slalom ,Slasher & S.O.Terrik
NEW! Synthetic CANOE paddles
Wildwater, Slalom
Standard or heavy-duty layup
Graphite kayak. canoe naddles available

dub newsletter, and occasionally attend a
dub function. The most active people will
form the basis for the board of directors,
which is recommended to run the affairs of
the dub for all but the very smallest, informal groups. About sevenyears ago CWWA
instituted an approach where every board
member has a specific responsibility, such
as conservation, newsletter editor, membership director, etc. This is highly recommended because it darifies each person's
role, avoids duplication of effort, and assures that certain things get done. It probably goes without saying but it is critical to
have a highly dedicated leader serving as
the president. However, if the responsibilities are dearly spelled out for other board
members, it does not have to be as time
consuming as it might seem. Recruitment
of dedicated individuals is a constant task
for the board. It is not unusual to lose 25-50
percent of the board members at the end of
each year. At CWWA it has traditionally
been the president's responsibilityto seek
names and beat the bushes for new board
members.
2. Club-Sponsored Trips. Possibly the most important and common a o
tivity for most whitewater dubs is to orga-

tion well worth the time and expense is a
dub promotional brochure containing a
membership application. Unless you have
somemysticalholdon your members, there
will be many dropouts each year. A brochure is highly desirable for recruiting new
members and even coaxing afew old ones
back. In the early 1980s CWWA added
another publication, which carries the
uninspired but descriptive title, the "Schedule-Roster." As the name implies, it is a
reference tool produced annually to provide a schedule for all dub trips and activities and a list of members' names, addresses, and phone numbers. This is an
expensiveand time-consumingproject (one
board positionis totally dedicated to it), but
it offersa premium service that many dubs
do not.
5. PurposefulGeneral Meetings
and Social Events. Meetings are a given
in almost every dub, at least for most
locally-based whitewater organizations.
However, if meetings are held time after
time with no specific purpose, members
will eventually tire of rehashing the same
old issues and probably start complaining
about a lack of focus. A combination of
general meetings and social events is de-

sirable. Each generalmeeting shouldhave
an identified purpose, such as a special
presentation on a current issue, a safety
dinic, a conservation talk, etc. CWWA has
two regularly scheduled social events, a
spring dinner held before and a fall dinner
held after the seasonat a reasonablypriced
spaghettihouse in Denver. Oddly enough,
the fall dinner is often more heavily attended (you'd think people would be sickof
each other by then). In general, I think it is
best to keep dub business to a minimum at
the social events, and it is always best to
indude a visual program (slide show or
video) to top the evening. CWWA has also
tried other dub social events such as summer picnics and winter ski trips, which have
met with only limited success.
6. Fiscal Responsibility. I believe a successful whitewater dub should
responsibly spend the funds gathered
through dues or other sources. It is a good
idea for all but the smallest dubs to prepare
an annual budget broken down into the
primary categories of activity, ideally coinciding with the assigned board positions so
each person has hislher own budget to
work with. This does not mean that
unforseen financial needs should not be

addressed and savings not encouraged.
There may be several other inWhile I do not recommend that you hoard gredients to a successful whitewater dub,
money, it is a good idea to build up a such as an abive conservation, river a o
modest cash reserveto deal with periodsof
cash-flow difficulties or emergencies. It was
not that long ago when individuals on the
CWWA board would have to use their own
The 1992 version of the AWA
money to pay the cost of pool rental prior to
income being received for the pool dasses. Gauley River Festival, the largest nonA small bank account will carry a dub racing whitewater gatheringin the country,
through such times. Also seekoutside fund- will be staged on Saturday, September 26.
This year's festival will feature a
ing sources. RE1 offers a seed grant program through American Rivers, AWA re- new venue as the event moves from its site
cently providedgrants for conservationand near the New River Bridge to the Nicholas
river access projects, and local corpora- County Veterans Memorial Park in
tions may be willing to donate funds or Summersville.
equipment to your group.
7. A Commitment to Have Fun.
Whatever you do don't take yourself too
seriously. Whitewater dubs are volunteer
activities generally organized for recreThe state of North Carolina
ational purposes. If you get too business- awarded a $30,000 grant towards the conlike and fight over details, folks will tire of struction of a 800-foot whitewater slalom
the effort and involvement will probably course on the FrenchBroad River that runs
dwindle. Even though many of the CWWA through the city.
The remainder of the $110,000
boardmeetings are held on the 15th floor of
a downtown bank building, we frequently needed to complete the course will come
down a couple beers during the meetings through donations and pledges of free seror simply move it over to a local pub.
vices.

cess, racing, or safety program, but that
would be more than 7 items and I'll let
someone else write about them.

Gauley Fest moves to bigger site
.

The Memorial Park site is closer
to the river and will also provide more
space for the continued growth of the Festival. The Park will also provide additional
parking--ending a problem experienced in
past Festivals.
Camping facilities and an indoor
bunkhouse will be available at the Festival
site for Friday and Saturday nights.

Asheville plans slalom course

I

Construction of the course will be
simple: a slanting stone barrier built twothirds of the way across the river will force
most of the river through a narrow gate into
an 800-foot chute running along the west
side of the river, speeding up the water
considerably. Then 10 to 20-ton concrete
obstades willbe put into the water to create
eddies and turbulence.

The N.E. W.S. INQUIRER
is the Official Tabloid of

BIGFOOT MONSTER INVADES
GAULEY FEST-NO ONE NOTICES!
"I thought it was a raft guide!" says canoeist.

We know whitewater. And we know whitewater
gear. Call us and you'll talk to an
expert who is committed to helping
w'reMiOa
you get the right gear, hassle-free.

1
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If it has to do with whitewater, we
probably have it ...

Call or write for our free catalog
and quarterly NEWSletter.

P,0. Box 149
Bedford, MA 01730
617-275-6551
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aboutwrwvice,
our ~EWSlettei
arenot( I I W ~ ~ S
serious. The desiin
at right from a
recent b ~ l e i t e ~
is available on a
T shirt.

Burt Squirts
for Deliverance I1
Loni's concern:
"His toupee will get
sucked off!!!"

River Narc
Surfs TurfBusts Boaters
"Strokes for
broke, hut
never tokes"
Exclusive
Photos:
Bo Knows
Canoeing

Charles & Di:
"SEX WAX saved
our marr~age!!!"
Former First Lady's
lea Outrages Boaters:
'Just Say No to Neon!"

1I
I HOnesBedylI
White or silver.

at Lava Falls
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M a n w i t h B o w t i e L o c k s Husiness P a r t n e r i n B a s e m e n t .
'I had no choioe.'
says T.W. W~lbamr.

"He would have gone to
the Gauley. wd the
August b o k s ~ l i l l
weran'! done'!!"

shipping.

"I had no f w d
or wh!lewaw
for 3 days!!!'
smd K C V C ~Peare
arts, bizarre incldenl.

To help or not to help...that's the question
.......................................

Offering help during a
river emergency might
seem like the
responsibility of eve y
paddler...but your
assistance should be
subordinated to the
person directing
the rescue

By CHARLIE WALBRIDGE
A WA Safety Chairman

Early in Januarya disturbingaccident report from Texas crossed my desk.
Winter rains had brought the San Marcos
River to near-flood levels. The victim, an
experienced kayaker and volunteer
firefighter, was paddlingaloneof a Friday
afternoon when he arrived at Martindale
Dam, a 12' high, 60 degree sloping drop
into a shable hole. After scouting, he
attempted the run. Although theriver was
not so difficult that a single experienced
kayaker couldn't paddleit alone, the decision to run the dam without any backup
was a grave mistake. Although the victim
lost his paddle in the drop and was caught
in the reversal, he was apparently able to
hand-surf for over two hours! During this
time firefighters were called and a rescue
attempt began.
The firefighters were worried
about the"drowning machine", the deadly
hydraulic which formsat the base of many
dams. Luriddescriptionsof hydraulicsare
apart of most river rescuetrainingcourses,
and manv lives have been saved because
of this Lowledge. Paddlers, however,
know that the situation is not so simple.
The nature of the reversal varies from one
dam to another and changeswith different
water levels. Far from being uniformly
dangerous, some dams are quite rumable
at the right water levels. A hydraulic has
an extremely steep entry, and is extremely
difficult to surf even by expert boaters
who hold on to their paddle. The fact that
thevictim was able to hand-surf for hours
suggest that he was caught in a large,
sticky play hole. Had he known this and
bailed out, he almost certainly would have
been flushed through and been able to
swim to shore. It is thought that thevictim,
a volunteer firefighter, may not have
thought hissituation more dangerousthan
it was, leaving him to hang on rather than
flip and take his chances with the river.
Tom Goynes, alocal outfitter and
volunteer firefighter, arrived at his home
some time later. Entering the house he
heard radio communications which convinced him that a swiftwater rescuewasin
progress. As he loaded a raft and several
hundred feet of r&ue line into his truck,
he heard himself being paged over the
radio. He was able to pick up two expert
local kayakers who were returningfrom a
day's boating on his way to the accident
site. As the department's "river rescue
expert", Goynes expected to be able to
conduct the rescue himself. At the site he

found several firefighters to serve as a
bank crew, and quickly set up a tethered
raft rescue with himself and the kayakers
in theboat.But asheentered thewater and
approached the dam, his bank crew was
ordered by the fire chief to pull him back
in! Apparently the chief was not familiar
with swiftwater rescue and didn't want to
risk a raftload of men to a "killer hydraulic". He had already called for a helicopter.
Goynes returned to shore for a talk with
his chief, and got permission to attempt
the rescue. He went back to his raft and
approached again, only to be pulled back
again by his shore crew. This time they
were following the orders of an assistant
chief stationed on the far side of the river,
who as the Incident Commander was in
charge of the operation.
A military helicopter finally arrived. Hovering above the dam, they lowered a 19yearold soldier onhis first rescue
mission down on a jungle seat. The plan
was to run a strap around the victim and
secure him to the rescue line, but things
started going wrong when the would-be
rescuer was accidentally lowered into the
water! The chopper lifted him up to compensate for the current, slamming him
into the dam. At some point the victim,
who at 250 pounds outweighed his rescuer by seventy-five pounds, got him in a
bear hug. With the weight of the victim,
rescuer, and kayak pulling downward,
the pilot had to pull up. As the helicopter
rose high enough to clear the trees, its
winch started pulling the two men up to
safety. Although thevictimwaswarned to
hang on tight and not to grab for the
aircraft, when a helicopter skid came into
reach thevictimlungedfor it and fell to the
ground. He did not survive the fall.
Tom Goynes, in his well-written
report of the accident, points out that the
extended drought of the preceding five
years had made everyone's river rescue
skillsa bit rusty. Although past chiefs had
been aware of his whitewater ability and
given him a free hand, the present chief
apparently did not. In retrospect, Goynes
feels that he should have reported to the
incident commander prior to making his
attempt. But given what followed, I'm not
sure that this would have donemuchgood.
The swiftwater rescue training commonly
given to firefighters cannot make them
expert paddlers; there are dangerous gaps
in their knowledge which will sometimes
get them into trouble. A firefighter who

trains regularly in river rescue has much
less river time, and considerablyless water
reading and boat-handling skills than a
typical intermediate kayaker. Although
river rescue training warns about the dmger of low-head dams, nowhere are
firefighters taught the subtle differences
between a runnable and playable "hole"
and a life-threatening "hydraulic". Furthermore, fire rescue is extremely gearintensive, making them overly reliant on
equipment rather than the dynamic skills
needed to function in swift water. The
result isan approachwhichisoftenclumsy,
and frequently more rescue than the lowtech, skill intensive skills that river-sawy
paddlers would employ.
It's easy enough for paddlers to
find fault with rescuesquads, but it should
be remembered that many of these groups
are all volunteers with limited funds for
training and equipment. Full-time "professional" units have more gear and training, but the need for swiftwater rescueis at
best an intermittent one. Many times several years elapses between incidents, plating need for gear and training far down a
list of prioritieswhich include house fires,
car accidents. heart attacks. and the like.
Rescue professionals lack the time and the

resources to spend hoursworkingthe river,
learning the nuancesof boat handling and
water reading. Even in a river-oriented
unit where water rescue is a major focus,
few men have developed more than a
second-year boater's knowledge of the
river. These limitations are unlikely to
changesoon, and acanoeor kayak paddler
in troublewillfindhelp comingfromsomeone who is, in essence, a novice boater.
This is not an unprecedented
problem. Refineriesand other large industrial plants don't rely on local fire and
rescue services.Likekayakers,they've seen
local public safety units rendered ineffective by the special problems (enclosed
spaces, toxic chemicals and gasses, etc)
encountered at their facilities. Unwilling
to place the lives of their workers in the
hands of outsiders, they equip and train
their own teams at considerable expense.
When we go running rivers, our situation
is similar. We paddlers must likewise be
prepared to deal with our own problems.
It would seem logical, then, for
rescue squads to seek help from experienced kayakers. The bureaucratic muddling which denied Tom Goynes the opportunity to make a save seems almost

obscures the real problems which public
agencies face. Rescue squads operate on a
military model. Teamwork is essential to
their operations, and the Incident Commander or Chief calls the shots. He is
responsible for what happens to his superiors, the courts, and elected officials.Any
action he takes will have to be explained
later. Thismakesthemwary of taking help
from "good samaritans" who may mean
well, but who often do nothing but cause
trouble.
I had my own experience in the
problemsyou can encounter when accepting outside help last weekend during a
run down a very low Middle Fork of the
Tygart. An open boater I was travelling
with tried to take a15' open boat sideways
through a 4' wide slot and pinned solidly.
As we pondered the situation, a lone
kayaker paddled up and askedif we needed
help. I initially said no, but then thought
that it would be good to have an extra
hand on the far side of the chute. As he
moved into position, several of us set up a
Zdrag on the near shore. After the usual
fumbling,we got it to work. Ilookedup to
see our "good samaritan" jumping up and
down on the hull of the canoe at the center
while pulling up and back on the topmost

Green Summer

20 Years of-Canoeing
Kayaking Excitement

SEDA i s the one with experience!
Write or call for free catalog

SEDA PRODUCTS, P.O. Box 997
Chula Vista, CA, 92012
Tel: 619142513223
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An Incredible River.. The Narrows of the Green
300 cfs of water pumping through a tight, undercut,
tree-filled gorge with agradient that exceeds 500
feet per mile in sections.
An Incredible Summer.. .Summer of 1991
Forrest Callaway, Bo Eakens. Doug Wellman, and
other expert kayakers tackling the Dirty Dozen
rapids. David Simpson providing an awesome display of open boat steepcreekin'. And Corran Addison running the Narrpws without a paddle1

.

An Incredible Videa .Green Summer
20 minutes of extremecreekboating a d i on the
Narrows of the Green. All action, no talk.. .with
great music to add to the excitement1
For a VHS cow,send $21.95 plus $3.00 shipping
and handling to:
Wayne Gentry
RL 2 , 2 5 2 Deer Creek Trail
Hoschton, GA 30548
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gunwale. A few moments later the gun- from the shore to the raft, then gratefully
wale broke, the boat folded, the Royalex left themess to theoutfitter.But what if I'd
ripped, and the canoe was totally de- told everyoneto swimfor shore, and somestroyed. Our new friend paddled off as we one got hurt? What if I'd deflated atube to
recovered the remains. The boat's owner "help unpin" the raft and it cut loose,
reported that she had asked him to stop; he slamming the group into a worse situain turn berated her for being "unsafe" (an tion? No matter what I did, the outfitter
interestingobservation for asolo kayaker), would be held responsible later. It's good
and further observed that the river was to offer help, but it's also important to
too tough for open boats and that she, know when to back off.
therefore, did not belong on the river. I
Paddlers are notoriously indesuspect that given a chance the other open pendent, and tend to act individually in
boater in our party might have disputed rescues. It's very hard to get them to work
this. If our hot-shot friend stayed away, together, somethingwhichthe rigid structhere's a good chance we might have re- ture which firefighters operate under alcovered the canoe intact.
lows them to do routinely. For me, the
Another incident comes to mind. consequences of accepting help from an
While running the Lower Gauley last Fall, unknown"good samaritan" was a busted
I came upon acommercial raft stuckin the boat; for the firechief, it mightbe the death
boulder garden aboveGateway to Heaven. of a volunteer or victim followed by inBeing a "good samaritan", I eddied out quiries, hearings, and lawsuits. A bad call
behind the rock and confirmed that the could cost him his job, and it's underraft was indeed swamped and securely standable that he would be reluctant to
v i ~ e dI. talked with the rafters for a bit; take the risk of accepting help from unthere were no guides anywhere to be seen. knowns. In many areas local outfitters or
Clearly the guests needed tobe evacuated, canoeclubs have developed workingrelabut how? t good boater could jump in the tionshivswithfire and rescue services. An
river and swim to safety, but it could be protocol, or understanding.can be develunpleasant. Fortunately
a guide
eventu- oped which allows water rescues to be
.
ally appeared; we helped secure a rope h dled by river veovle, while the shore

an
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backup and evacuation is taken care of by
local authorities. Other paddling groups
have offered river rescue training to local
groups. Either project is worthwhile for
those who living near a river which sees a
lot of recreational use. If you come across
a rescue which endangers the life of the
victim or his rescuers, you can try to reasonwith theIncident Commander.But for
the reasons already discussed, you may
not have much luck.
The use of the helicopter in this
instanceisextremelydisturbing,since there
have been a number of incidents around
rivers where these machines have done
more harm than good. Helicopter rescues,
can be lifesavers, but they oftenvery risky.
Typically the pilot and its crew have no
special swiftwater training,are unfamiliar
with the area, and cannot communicate
with the ground crew. Crashes and
dropped victims are not uncommon. At
best a chopper takes hours to arrive, during which time the cold water and fast
current takes its toll. I'd much rather see
improved ground-based training than
blind reliance on airborne help. Calling a
chopper should not mean that ongoing
attempt should stop; only that there is a
backup if all else fails. When helicovters

Not because you want to be different...
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BETTER!

Caper and Encore. Two new solo playboats
designed to encourage, not prohibit, proper
paddling technique. Whitewater canoes for
paddlers, not floaters. Call or write for free
catalog featuring all five Dagger models.

T

hrill to some of the best boaters in
the East getting munched, crunched
and generally thumped and pummelled on
one of the premiere hair runs in the
Appalachians. A radical soundtrack by Bill
Perkins highlights this non-stop,
action-packed video.
30 Minutes
$2495 + eP4&• H
‹0

CMOECOMPANY, INC.
PO Box 1500. Harriman TN 37748

(6 15) 882-0404
Address Irwuiries to: Hanlev
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are to be used in swiftwater rescue, their
crews specific training first. It's a miracle
that this "rescue" didn't end in a crash! As
it was, had they pulled the victim free of
the hydraulic and deposited him irnrnediately downstream for pickup, he probably
would have lived.
The bottom line is that it pays to
get river rescue training. The American
Canoe Association has been working to
develop a real hands-on, in-the-water rescue program for paddlers; our schedule is
listed below. We are not the only outfit
doing this; organizations like Rescue 111,
Ohio DNR, and individual clubs and outfitters offer similar programs. Think of
takingacourse in your area, if not from the
ACA, then from some other organization
which knows what paddlers need. That
way if something happens, you'll be able
to do more than side-surf and wait for the
chopper.

Safety report printed
One common remark coming
from paddlers who have dealt effectively
with potentially serious problems on the
river is that they remembered reading

about a similar problem elsewhere and
knew what to do. The third and latest
collection of accident and near-miss reports, The 1989-1991 River Safety Report,
will be published by theSafety Committee
of the American Canoe Association this
May. Its105 pages contain dozens of accident and near miss revorts. each one with
a lesson to teach the active whitewater
paddler. Modeled after the American Alpine Clubs"Accidents in North American
Mountaineering,this materialmakesgrim
reading. But the unpleasantnessis worth it
if the material helps you avoid similar
situations yourself.
~ndividualcopies are priced at
$5.00 each + $2.00 shipping and handling.
Back issues are available; The River Safety
Reports for 1986-1988 and 1983-1985 are
available for $ 3.50 each when ordered
with thelatest edition (all threefor $12.00).
Wholesale prices are available for clubs,
outfitters, and other organizations requiring ten or more copies. Sell them a t a
reduced rate, or use it as a fundraiser.
Please send orders to:
Charlie Walbridge
230 Penllyn Pike
Penllyn, PA. 19422

Equipment
and attitude
survey reveals
tendencies
By LEE BELKNAP
As promised in the last issue,
here are some of the findings from the
AWA Safety Equipment survey. As you
know, the equipment survey is the second
of 2 AWA surveys and was presented as a
2 page questionnaire in the centerfold of
the March/April '91 issue of American
Whitewater. While statistics aren't as interesting as the storiesthey represent, perhaps you'll find some of this information
useful. Information from the Close Calls
survey will be used here to add meaning to
this information.
CONDUCTING THE SURVM
Analysis of thesafety Equipment
Surveywasconductedusingtwo different

A New Generation of Whitewater Playboats!
More paddling, less swimming. MOHAWK'S Whitewater
Playboats are very stable and very dry. Our Playboats are easy
to addle and auick to accelerate.The round bilaes which
blend into flared sides, forward and aft, result in-a canoe that
turns on a dime, is stable-surfing and easy to roll. The
MOHAWK family of X L Playboats is the right choice for a
veteran expert daring to challenge Grade V Whitewater,or a
novice learning to paddle Grade I I Whitewater! We invite your
comparison with any other such canoe. Paddle a MOHAWK XL,
look it over, then make your purchase decision. If you can't try
an XL, talk to someone who owns one or has paddled it.

XL12
XL13
XL14
XL15

Durable Royalex hulls, Plastic decks, PVC gunnels with
aluminum reinforcement, Aluminum thwarts. Also available all wood trim including beautiful wood inlaid decks, white ash
gunwales with drain slots.

Abhzwk G m a
963 N. HWY. 427, LONGWOOD, FL 32750,14071 834-3233

Specs.
XL12
XL13
XL14
XL15

A shorter playboat - really quick turns... stable... dry
fun in low water rapids... use in Grade 11, Ill, and IV
Whitewater.

Our most popular playboat...the more you paddle
it the better you like it.. . paddlers t h r u 250 pounds
are paddling whitewater thru Grade V.. . really
stable... very, very dry.. . easy handling.
A short combination tandem and solo playboat...

fun in rapids, and easy to paddle between rapids...
more room... whitewater thru Grade V.

The tandem playboat... Whitewater thru Grade V.. .
Stable, dry, and maneuverable... A whitewater
tripping canoe... good volume...
Length
12'3"
13'3"
14'3"
15'4"
'Add

Beam
Depth Beam4WL Weight
32"
15"
29
54#
32%"
15%" 29%"
56#
32%"
15%" 3 0
60#
35
15%" 3 2
65#
freight to pricelsubject to change

Price'
$675
$675
$700
$725

Westem Canoeing
Box 115. AWlotstord, B.C., Canada Y2S 4N8
Pnone 16041 853-9320

1112. XL13, XL15 also amllable at:
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approaches. The first approach (Phase I)
was a standard tabulation of the responses
while the second (PhaseII)was an attempt
to prioritize equipment in order of irnportance as indicated by thewritten responses
to the Close C d s Survey..
Prioritizingequipment(for phase
11) involved reviewing each written Close
Call response (where written accounts
wereavailable)and estimatingwhatequip
mentor techniqueswere helpful (or would
have been helpful if available) in each
instance. To minimizethe inconsistencies
and bias's of this reviewer, four of us
independently reviewed each case, and
the results from all four were used to rate
the importance of each item.
PHASE 1 SURVM RESULTS
The "AWA Safetv Attitudes and
Eauipment" survey was included in the
centerfold of the March - April issue of the
American Whitewater magazine with an
estimated readership at the time of 2700.
211 readers responded. The average respondent:
-Paddled 65 (yes, sixty five) times in the
previous year;
-Was 38 years old;

--
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NUMBER OF BOATS OWNED

1

OPEN CANOE
AVG = .9

"

13MORE
2 4

2 4 ;
1 3151
1 3 MORE
2 4 MORE
NUMBER OF BOATS

2 4

1 3 MORE

The typical boater owns more than one boat, and many cases, more than one type of boat.

-Owns more than one boat;
-Considers her/hirnself a class 4 to 5 pad
dler;
-Went to an average of 9 pool sessions last
year;
-Has been an AWA member for 5 years;
-Favors paddling for achievement (60%),
over scenery (37%),adrenaline (35%),
and friends (32%).

50%reported a close call at some
point in their paddlinglife, whileonly42%
of their "close Calls" were actually reported to the Close Calls survey.
There were a large ;umber of
paddlerswho paddledmore than one type
of craft. Chart1shows how many boaters
(in percent) own each kind of boat. Chart
2 shows reported paddling skills broken

RIVERSPORT
213

Yough Street
Confluence. PA 15424

(814) 395-5744
One of the top whitewater schools i n the
country Riversport offers a safe yet
challenging experience for first-time beginners.
as well as experts.
Friendly instructors, small classes, excellent
equipment, and a beautiful riverfront camp
combine to provide the perfect setting for
learning whitewater skills. Students are
carefully placed in small classes according to
skill level, paddling interest and age. W e
guarantee your satisfaction. Ask about our
special clinics and group rates.

The world's only roto-molded squirt boat, the ENIGMA
has amazing structural strength with leg room t o boot!
Squirts, screw ups, blasting, mystery moves, wave
surfing, you name it, the Enigma will do it!

lXTREMELY RESPONSIVE1 Lots of rocker
and sleek lines make the CONQUEST the
lottest new play boat around! Its immense
igidity, revolutionary bolt-on bow cap
system and 2000 kg test wire grab loops
vouch for strength and safety1 Try one on meBUBBLE i s the ORIGINAL spud boat. lts supertough
and you'll be hooked1
linear plastic construction combined w i t h 2000 kg tesl
wire grab loops and b o w cap system make this boat the
logical choice as the first one over the dropl
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Aluminum rowing frames, camp
kitchens, dry boxes and tables.
Achilles & SOTAR inflatable boats and
FishRite aluminum boats & sleds.

(503) 773-5582
1385 Justice Road
Central Point, OR 97502
Call or Write for our
Free River Equipment Catalog
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centage).
BOATING TIME
Another way to look at the popularity of each type of boat was by adding all
of the days reportedlyspent in one. Chart
3 shows these percentages alongside the
percentage of close calls (as published in
the March-April issue of American
Whitewater.
As can be seen from chart 3,
kayakers had a slightly higher incident
rate than their river time would suggest.
However, canoeist's, both open and
decked, had slightlyfewer, and squirt boaters were in the middle.
Could this be as my canoeing
buddies have always suggested -that the
extra paddle blade really does get in the
way? I don't think so. David's work with
the Close Calls survey dug up the following info:
RIVER DIFFICULTY,
PADDLER SKILL
Most open canoe incidents occurred in class I11 water while most Kayak
incidentsoccurred in class IV. This seems
to correlatewith the skill levelsreportedin
chart 2. Chart 4 shows the percentage of
incidentsat each difficulty level alongside
the info from chart 2 (recalculated so that

REPORTED SKILL LEVELS
BY BOAT TYPE
30

REPORTED SKILL LEVEL
Typical skill levels reported were quite high.

each boat type adds up to 100%).
(Please note that these numbers
don't reflect actual time spent paddling
rivers of each difficulty level.)
PINS
33 percent of kayaking incidents
and 41 percent of open canoeing incidents
involved some form of pinning or boat
entrapment (see chart 5).
Of these entrapments, a much

larger portion of them occurred in class I1
and I11 water.
INEXPERIENCE
A third of the incidents involving canoeslisted inexperience as a contributing factor.
What this data seems to suggest
is that for some reason, open boaters pin
more frequently (so much for my friends
boast) and less experienced paddlers get

THE SOURCE FOR CUSTOA
BUILT BOATS

7780 Chamber Hill Rd.
Harrisburg, PA 1 7 1 1 1
7 1 7-944-6320

YOUR BEST SELECTION!
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inflatable kayaks by Riken and AIRE,
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Perception, paddles by Carlisle, Sawyer and
Werner Furrer, oars by Smoker, Sawyer,
Carlisle and Advanced Compos~tes, rlver
clothmg by Patagonia, Stohlquist and Kokatat,
life jackets and rlver wear by Extrasport, rlver
sandals by Teva and Alp, and much more!
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Located directlv across from the private boater take-out on the
Pennsylvania'snewest Patagonia dealer
Lehigh River
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SAFETY
into more trouble despite easier rapids.
perhaps openboaters&e gettingintoSimilar trouble as often as Kayakers, but are
just steeping out of the boat and avoiding
it. As a kayaker this smells like cheating,
but who can blame them.
Then there are the squirt boaters.
They just don't seem tobe as death defying
as they've been cracked up to be. Is this
due to under-reporting? A tendency to
keep the unruly boats on familiar rivers
and play spots? Fear of scratching the
artwork? Or a higher skill levels among
the operators? The survey doesn't seem to
answer these questions, so you'll have to
draw your own conclusions.
EQUIPMENT CARRIED
One of the main purposes of the
Equipment survey was to determinewhat
equipment is most commonly carried on
the river these days. Chart 6 shows a
condensed version of those results. Because of the possible answers on the survey form, data was condensed as follows:
Always = 100% of the time, sometimes =
50%,never = 036, cold = 20%,high = lo%,
and cold/ high = 5%.
The equipment is listed in order
of priority as suggested by phase 11of this
study. Other equipment not listed but
noted as sometimes usefulincluded abetter helmet; better boat outfitting; better
spray skirt; a two-way radio; and broach
loops (those cable loops in front and/or
back of the cockpit of some of the newer
plastic boats). We also had a report or two
of paddlers attributing their misfortune
on the way the boat had been carried on
the car (backwards).
One item not studied was a saw.
With around 10% of all incidents involvingtrees, agoodchainsaw mightbe handy.
Small foldingsawsare availableand might
be helpful during some rescues. They
could also be useful for clearing the hazards before they become a problem.
OTHER EQUIPMENT
Acouple of itemsstudiedin phase
I1showed up on the low end of the priority
list but are still worth considering. These
items includefog free glasses (for obvious
reasons); a map; (I once knew of a group of
paddlers that spent a cold night on a river
when they could have walked a quarter of
a mile to a group of houses); food (I'm not
sure of this one, there are those who will
argue that food just gives a drowning
victim something to choke on); and a better foot bracing system in leu of foot pegs.
ALTERNATIVE FOOT BRACING
In the case of foot bracing systems, there are 3 main alternatives: Breaka-way foot pegs; soft bulkheads;and hard

I

I

Chart 3
Percent days
on river
bv Boat Tvpe
55%
10
8
17

Boat Tvpe

-

Regular kayak
Squirt boat
Raft
Open canoe
Race boat
Regular C-1

Percent incidents
bv Boat Tvpe
64%
10
10
8
4
4

(N/4
10

Chart 4

Class II
Class Ill
Class IV
Class V
Class VI

-

Kavakers
Reported
Re~orted
Incidents
9
13
26
44
35
35
27
4
4

Open canoes
Reported
Reported
Skill
Incidents
16
30
44
41
30
18
8
12

Chart 5
Re~ortedincident tvpe

Vertical pin
Side pin (middle)
Side pin (ends)
Bottom splat
Other types of boat entrapment
TOTALS

-

Kavak
8
14

Open canoe

6
1
4

0
0
6

33

41

0
35

uropean style bulkheads. PersonallyI've seem to indicate that the European type
ever been satisfied with the way a soft bulkhead -with plenty of padding - seems
ulkhead (stuffing the nose with minicell like the best way to go.
LARGE COCKPITS
)am)squishesforwardwith use and sudLarge cockpits are a luxury that
en stops. The solid european style bulkeads are far sturdier and provide good could also save a life. These are handy
ipport. A thick foam pad of at least a even for a rescuer trying to climb out onto
mple of inches will help absorb shock so a rock in the middle of a rapids - A diffiour bones won't have to. Break-a-way cult taskwithsomeof thesmaller cockpits,
especially those equipped with thigh
jot pegs scare me.
Break-a-way's remind me of the hooks. The Equipment Survey recorded
me I was pinned upside down over Sock- relatively few paddlers using such cockn d o g with my feet stuck in front of the pits - although more than expected. This
)ot pegs (due to improper positioning). will probably change as more of the new
fien the boat washed free, I had a diffi- boat designs with this style cockpit are
ult time paddling away with my armpits sold.
LIFE JACKETS
gainst the cockpit rim. I was very glad I
There were a surprising number
.idn't have to surf in that condition.
A much more serious incident of low volume squirt jackets reportedly
ras reported to the Close Calls survey, a being used, but the Close calls data didn't
laddler was unable to maneuver, surf, or show this to bea problem, presumably this
d l after loosing his footpegs near the is because we're smart enough to keep
eginning of a very long class V western them on the "easier", more familiar rivers
~pids. As a result, it was a long time where they belong.
The data did indicate though that
efore he was barely able to make it to
a better floating life jacket may, or could
hore.
These and many similar situa- have been helpful in a few of the cases
ons that have occurred over the years where bad swims or recirculations had
28

occurred. I wonder though how many of
these cases involved waterlogged
CHART 6
lifejackets. I can think of several times in
SAFETY EQUIPMENT USAGE AND AVAILABILITY
the past wheremy regular jacket was probably floatingonly becausemeand my boat
were keeping it afloat.
perhaps someone should look
into the durability of life jacket floatation
under "normal use" conditionsfor boaters
who are out there most weekends.
"THE BUDDY SYSTEM" &
THREE PADDLER MINIMLJM"
While not equipment, this item
was included in the equipment portion of
the survey and may be related to some
problems noted in phase II among the
Close Calls reports. The most noted problem was poor communicationamong boaters. An informal buddy system could
help, but more communication from paddlers most familiar with the run could
help in many of the cases. This is not a
simple problem, nor does it have a simple
solution. We all must work to minimize
this problem.
ROPES
Six rope entanglements were reported including one on a stray rope that
The survey allowed several possible answers for each piece of equipment. The choices were:
caught around the paddlers waist and
A, S, N. C. H, and C H (ALWAYS. SOMETIMES. NEVER, COLD WATER. HlGH WATER. COLD L HlGH WATER).
held him under the current until rescued:
To simplify this presentation, the responses were combined using the following equation:
two incidents involving paddlers tying
ESTIMATED REPORTED USAGE (%) = A + .5 x S + .2 x C + .1 x H + .05 x HC
throw ropes to themselves or their boats
while attempting to ferry the end across a
river (both in flood one was tied to a immediately behind the cockpit and is
I once watched an unoccupied Clifejacket which had to be jettisoned caus- stored inside a small teacup size pouch 1doing apermanentender whileanchored
ing the resulting swim to be very serious): that is often recessed into the deck. While to the bottom of the "Room of Doom" slot
Another incident involved entanglement I've never witnessed its use, my european at Sweets falls on the Gauley. The throw
between a tree and a stern line: &d two friends tell me that the attachment point rope was hooked to the boat's grab loop in
other paddlerswerecaughtbyflying ropes near the cockpit allows better boat control just such a manner without being tied to
while paddling in their boats.
while the towing.
anything. It tookanhour or so for us to cut
Needless to say, ropes should be
Another altemativeisaropeloop the boat free.
taken seriously. If one gets loose, be sure sized to make an emergency seat harness.
The boater who's stem line beto find it so someone else can't get hurt Many paddlers use webbing for this pur- came entangled could have been in even
later. Never tie a rope to yourself or an pose. When not in use, the loop is short- worse shape if he had tied knots along his
occupied boat, holding it in your teeth is ened by making a series of slip knots in it stern line,-or if the excess (at the cleated
one way to properly ferry an end across a until it is the length of a belt and can be end) had been tied off as is so tempting to
current. Be sure to stay out of the way worn around mv waist with a carabiner as do. If you're going to use a stern line,
whenit startsto fly and try to avoidhitting a buckle. To tow aboat, one end of the loop please be careful.
other paddlers as well. I figure most of us is hooked around the paddlers shoulder
THE FUTLTRE
know these things already, but the data while the other end can be binered to the
Well, there you have it, some of
shows that the message hasn't been heard vacant boat.
the highlights of what we have found.
by everyone.
The loop can also be used as an David will be reporting one more time in
STERNLINES
emergency anchor sling, or to tie up a a future issue, then we'll be compiling a
As mentioned above, there was loose boat during a rescue (including the report for distribution to those who wish
one incident of entanglement involving a rescuer's boat in a tight spot), or possibly to study this stuff in further detail.
sternrescuelineentanglingwithastrainer. to stabilize a trapped victim until a throw
I hope you've found some useful
While we found one could have been use- rope arrives at the scene.
information from this effort. See you on
ful on a number of occasions, there may be
the river.
KNOTS IN ROPES
better ways to address these needs.
I've seen it many times. For some
One popular European alterna- reason, intentional or not, a knot in a rope
tiveis just now showing up in this country getting hung up on the river bottom or
on some european boats. This system is elsewhere. A knot in a rope can in fact act
similar to the stern tow line, but is located as a small grappling hook
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My Own Private Idaho
Wilderness is only a day trip away on the Deadwood
By CHRIS KOLL
The truck topped the grade, slipping from the shade of the pines into the
brilliant sunshine of a high mountain
meadow. At my urging,Tim pulled to the
side. Before the truck stopped rolling, I
was out the door, struggling with my fly.
Shuttle rides can be hell when
you start the morning with three Diet
Cokes.
But as I stood in the isolate glade,
soaking the sandy so& it was readily a p
parent this was not your average pissstop.
Around me, the long grasses of
the meadow, tawny from the late summer
heat, rippled in the morning breeze and
clumps of wildflowers added splashes of
blueand yellow. Half amile distant, a dark
green line of pines marked where the
meadow ended, steeply dropping from
the8,OOO-foot summit to thevalleyfloor of
the Deadwood River. And on the horizon,
like a low bank of violet clouds, the
Sawtooth Range rose in the East.
The day had started as another
paddlingday trip. But instead, I was about
to experience my own private Idaho.
I wouldn't classify Bob Gedekoh
as a crunchy granola fruit cake. Crunchy
granola boaters take this back-to-nature
thing a bit too far. Surviving on rice cakes
for weeks at a time in order to experience
"true" wilderness. Paddling flatwater 12
hours a day for the privilege of hearing a
loon. Or even passing up a good class5 run
just becausethe river passes under a bridge
or two.
No, Bob doesn't take his love of
the outdoorsto that extreme. But all things
being equal, given a choice between running a whitewater run that traverses the
unblemished outback or a river through
more civilized surroundings, Bob will opt
for the wilderness every time-even if it
requires sacrificing a few creature comforts.
We were visiting a state famous

Charlie Peltigrove surveys class 5 drop
while silouetted against Idaho skyline.
for its multi-day paddling trips. With the
Middle Fork of theSalmon and theSelway,
Idaho arguably boasts the two finest wilderness runs in the country.
But passage onboth riversisregulated. Prime paddling dates occur in May
and June during peak run-off and a limited number of launches per day are allowed in order to maintain the pristine
condition of the river corridors. Permits
are issued each winter following a lottery
among the applicants.
We had scheduled out trip to
Idaho for early August to catch the first
releases on the definitiveclass 5 section of
the North Fork Payette. And since we
possessed no permits for the North Fork's
morescenic cousins, I felt comfortable that
Bobwould not subject me to the travails of
a multi-day excursion in one of his quests
to go where no man has gone before.
After all, I was illequipped to
deal with camping out of my kayak. My
sleeping bag (a bulky flannel sack with
pictures of ducks printed on the lining)
couldn't fit into the trunk of acompact car.
The best I could manage for a dry bag was

a double layer of trash can liners. And my
boat, a Perception Sabre, didn't have
enough room behind the seat for a sack
lunch, much less a week of provisions.
And besides, I was used to boating in crowds. For most of the year, I
paddle as a safety kayaker for a comrnercial outfitter, and it just wouldn't seem
natural to surf a hole without a throng of
rafters cheering me on.
But we hadn't boated the North
Fork for more than a day, scouting its
challenging drops while dodging traffic
along the highway that parallels the river,
when Gedekoh announced:
"I'd really like to see the Deadwood. It has water now and the levels
might not last much longer. Besides-it's
supposed to be a real wilderness run. The
river isn't supposed to be as hard as the
North Fork, the scenery is supposed to be
spectacular."
I took another glance at the horrifying river before me and weighed the
difficulties of another day of serious class
5 rapids against the prospects of being
trapped in the outback, gnawing on tree
bark for sustenance,weaving together pine
boughs for cover and huddled under a
space blanket for warmth.
Given the choices, I found I had
developed a taste for granola.
Given the relatively small size of
the Deadwood, the river enjoys a remarkably long and dependable paddling season.
The run begins at an elevation of
5,160 feet at the base of the Deadwood
Reservoir and finishes 1,500 feet and 24
mileslater where theriver emptiesinto the
South Fork of the Payette. The upper 14
miles of the river are completely inaccessible and while a road and a single bridge
interrupt the run 10 miles from the bottom, for all practical purposes, the river is
a wilderness experience.
The function of the Deadwood
Reservoir is to augment summer flows on
the main stem of the Payette, so when the

In my imagination, I pictured dozens more carries,
some that required hacking a path through the undergrowth,
using our river knives like miniature machetes.

Charlie ashes through one of the Deadwood's class 4 drops.
Payette's levels start to diminish in July
and August, the gates are opened and the
Deadwood is navigable through the hottest days of the summer.
Unfortunately, the Deadwood
Reservoir is not particularly large, and by
mid August a zone of mud and much
surround the mountainlake like a bathtub
ring and flows are reduced for another
year. But during that month and a half the
Deadwood provides the closest substitute
for an Idaho wilderness trip that can be
experienced in an eight hour package.
Kind of a Reader's Digest or a
Clift's Notes version of a Salmon trip.
I perused a copy of the Idaho
Statesman while Bob and our companions
Tim Kelley and CharliePettigrovemopped
up the remnants of a massive country

breakfast in a cafe in Garden Valley.
The Statesman, an enlightened
statenewspaper, printed weeklyflow projections for Idaho whitewater runs, and
reported an anticipated flow of 800 cfs for
the Deadwood.
"It's a low flow, but do-able,"
Bob observed as we ambled out to Tim's
truck.
We followed the road that paralleled the South Fork Payette, skirting first
the Swirly Canyon section and then the
popularSouth Forkcanyon run. The scenery remained constant: low hills covered
withsage and dotted with scatteredclumps
of pine and occasionally split by fractured
outcroppings of rockexposed by thequick
currents of rivers or creeks. Although the
view was uniquely beautiful, the picture
was distinctlywestern: arid and colored in
32

hues of brown.
After forty five minutes of dusty
road, we crossed the Deadwood at its
confluence with the South Fork, dropped
a vehicle at the small BLM campground,
and backtracked three miles to where a
narrow dirt track blazed north towards
the Reservoir.
And as we slowly bumped our
way up the steady incline, theland around
uschanged.The forest became thicker, the
foliage more verdant, and the air possessed a hint of moisture. By the time we
emerged in the aforementioned meadow,
the topography had assumed the feel of an
Alpine setting. Moments later a 10-point
buck stepped onto the road and calmly
observed us as we passed. Then, through
a break in the trees, we saw a flash of blue
as deep and clear as a gemstone. And we

were at the lake.
"This wilderness stuff ain't so
bad," I said to myself. And propping my
feet up on the dash, I cracked open another
Diet Coke.
We parked below where the
Deadwood issued forth in a narrow torrent from the bottom of the dam, cascading under a one-lane bridge and disappearing into a tunnel of trees.
It was nearly eleven in the morning and thesun burned brightly overhead.
We stripped off our shirts as we unloaded
boats. Anxious to get on the water, I slipped
my life jacket over my head, tucked in my
sprayskirt, and slid into the water.
My boat submerged momentarily, showering mewithspray. The kayak
immediately bounced to the surface but
my upper body was already numb from
thechillof thewater.Gasping and sputtering, I powered to shore.
"I think I'll wear a paddling
jacket," I said to the others while I rooted
around in the back of the truck. "And
maybe1better carrysomeextrapoly-pro..."
"And youbetter thinkabout packing a sandwich and something to drink,"
Bobobserved. "It'sgoing tobe along day."
Suddenly, Bob's advice seemed
to make sense. I stuffed a couple candy
bars and an extra Diet Coke into my dry
bag, well... I mean my doubled trash can
liner, and proceeded to load my boat.
For the first several miles we
splashed throughrifflesin fast current and
easy class 2 rapids. Conscious of the length
of the run, we paddled to make time, but
we were always wary of the possibility of
strainers.
According to local guidebooks,
the Deadwood is notorious for downed
trees lodged in the middle of its big drops.
The dam holds back water in the spring,
preventingthe annualspring surge of runoff from cleaning out the run. In fact, the
book warned that many of the major rapids could possibly be clogged with debris.
So we weren't surprised to see a
tangle of branches rising from the water
just afew miles down theriver. Weeddied
on the right, found we could skitter over
the submerged trunk along the bank, and
continued on our way.
But five minuteslater we encoun-

tered another obstacle-a series of tree
trunks laced between boulders in the
middle of a class 4 drop.
"I can see the line," Tim said from
the security of shore. "It goes right where
that tree is lodged."
The portage around the drop was
an easy one, but I began to wonder if I liked Ember--standinaand fallen
this wilderness kayaking. In my imagination, I pictured dozens more carries, some
The trees that look beautiful on the side
that required hacking a path through the
of an Idaho mountain don't appear as
undergrowth, using our river knives like
appealing when lodged in the middle of a
miniature machetes. Slowed by scouting,
class 4 rapid.
I fantasked about being caught on the
river by end of day, and having to burrow
under a pile of trees to survive the night.
But my fears were for naught.
After reentering the stream, we were met
with a delightful section of whitewater
composed of easyclass 4 drops connected
by continuous rolling water. ~ n best
d of
yet, no logs.
The miles rolled by. Typically,
Bob or Tim would take the lead, drifting
up to the lip of a rapid then darting left or
right. None of the rapids were particularly
long and necessitated only a move or two
before we were through the boulders or
around the holes and bobbing our way
through the run-out waves.
At 800 cfs, the Deadwood was
not particularly pushy, and we had plenty
of time to pick our way through even the
more technical lines. And more importantly, the river was not so difficult as to
steal our attention from the country we
were passing through. Bob, as they say,
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Tim Kelley tempts fate by paddling his fiber
on the Deadwood.

sss Screamin' Meanie through a bony drol

was in hog-heaven.The river was undeniably beautiful.

tional spice to the run, a couple of log
lurked to the side of the rapid-no problen
if you were on your mark, but certainly
difficulty if plans went awry.
We scrambledupthe bank on thl
right for an overview of the drop. It didn'
take long for Bob, Charlie and me to loo1
away fromtheriver and start searching fo
the best portagetrail.But Tim remained 01
the bluff, shielding his eyes from the sun
mulling strategies for the rapid.
Tim was still plotting his cam
paign, blissfully scramblingover boulders
examiningdifferent angles and memoriz
ing landmarks for his necessary move
while I finished dragging my boat to th
bottom. I settled against a boulder, sot
with a thick upholsteryof lush green mag
to wait for his run.
The late afternoon air was heay
with the August heat and perfectly quie
except for the buzzing of bees molesting
nearby patch of flowers.I leaned back, anc
my last conscious thought was of thevivic
green of the pines matched against th
cerulean blue of the Idaho sky. Then I wa
asleep.

Our friend Tim Kelley differs
from Bob when to comes to appreciating
the wilderness. Oh, Tim actually spends
more time in uncivilizedsettings than Bob
does. He's a captain in the U.S. Army-a
graduate of Ranger School where they
teach you toeatwormsand sleepinpuddles
of water. And he's also climbed Mt.
McKinley as well as some of the highest
peaks in the Andes-spending weeks at a
time in subfreezingtemperatures, digging
ice caves for shelter and wearing the same
underwear for a month.
But Tim ventures forth into the
wilderness because it contains the activities he likesto do-whether it be mountain
climbing, ice-climbing or running ridiculously difficult whitewater. He revels in
the challenge of performing trying daunting tasksunderadverseconditionswhereas
Bob values the outback as much for its
aesthetic qualitiessuch as beauty and solitude.
And so, as we approached the
halfway mark of the trip, I wondered if
Tim was finding the day as much to his
liking as Bob.
But my worries about Tim'semotional well-being ended at the next horizon line. It was a long class 5 over three
steep scrapy ledgeswith aline that weaved
between several boulders. And for addi-

Shouts from Bob and Charlie
awoke me just as Tim cleared the firsit
ledge, perfectly on line. He threaded hi.s
way between two boulders, boofed anLother drop, emerged through the subs!quent hole, and shot his way down the
long run-out on the left side with a hoot

and holler of exaltation.
Charlie and Bob were already
pushing off in their boats, paddling off to
the left to follow Tim. They were already
far downstream before I finished rubbing
the sleep from my eyes.
The next two miles were the best
of the trip. Thecontinuous rapidssplashed
over the hull of my boat as I cruised between boulders and dropped over small
ledges. But despite the cold water in the
face, I felt logy from my abbreviated nap.
My companions drew further ahead until
finally, for stretches of the river, I was
alone.
You are very alone with your
thoughts when paddling in solitude on a
wilderness river. I noticed the way my
paddle bit into the water. The spray of
droplets that flew from the blade at the
end of each stroke. The subtle pull of the
current as my boat cut through eddies.
And I felt every stroke in the tired muscles
of my back and shoulders. The rapids
weren't of much concern on the bottom
half of the Deadwood, and I fell into a
steady rhythm, slicing through the class 3
water, absorbing the scene around me in
the quiet stillness of twilight.
It was the essence of wilderness
paddling.
But in the middle of one of those
innocuous class 3s, while I was lost in a
reverie, I fell into a pourover. My boat
stalled, was sucked sideways, and I was
pulled into a solid surf.
At first, I momentarily panicked.
Caught in a hole in the middle of nowhere
with no one in sight. What if I couldn't
escape? What if I came out of my boat?
Butjust asquickly, I relaxed, lowered by brace, and leaned back to enjoy the
sensation of bouncing in place alone under the sun and blue skies of Idaho.
And just for the benefit of any
birds that might be watching, I twirled by
paddle once.

Chris Koll is the managing editor of this
magazine and after his single-day foray
into the Idaho wilderness has allowed Bob
Gedekoh to talk him into multi-day trip on
the Selway this season.

By MIKE SKLAVOS

Hidden away in remote northern
Wisconsin are rivers with isolated falls,
some of which would tickle the fancy of
any hair boater. But many oft
drops remain unknown by
whitewater paddlers.
Such was the case for
the Pine River.
~twas late ~ u g u s t
and I should have been at
work, but instead I was driving
north to goboating. My companion
and I were headingto the Pine River to
participate in a recreational flow study
that was being conducted collaboratively
by the Wisconsin Electric Power Company (WEP)and the National Park Service
(NPS). The study was also being monitored by the Department of Natural Resources (DNR) and the U.S.Fish and Wildlife Service(FWS).
I must admit that at first I was
skeptical as to the reported class V difficulty of this run. Having paddled for

many years, I thought I knew most of the
runs in the state. We frequently travel up
north and no one has ever mentioned this
section to us.
Of course, there was some good
ason for the Pine's obscurity. The
most challenging portion of the
river-a half mile section in
which the stream drops 35
feet-is normallydewatered by
an upstreamhydroelectric project.
But when WEP agreed to release
ter back into the dewatered section to
uitability of the reach for
whitewater recreation, my curiosity was
piqued. Although I had my doubts as to
whether this run was really as hard as
advertised, Iwaswilling to make theeffort
to participate, providing I could schedule
my work around this venture. The release
was set for a Tuesday, so we were not sure
how many people might attend- Fortunately, a couple of friends were able to

WHEN SIREN
SOUNDS WATER

--

Above: Mike Sklavos negotiates the First
Falls on the Pine River.

BEFORE

AND AFTER:

Paddlers scout the opening drop of the
Pine prior to the scheduled water
release. Minutes later, a boater
descends the same rapid that has been
transformed into a wild torrent.

arrange work so that they could join me.
So... off to the north we went.
After arestfulcamp on theshores
of the MenomineeRiver, a river we paddle
all summer (and a great squirt run, I might
add), we headed to breakfast and later to
an early rendezvous with Angela Tornes.
Angela is the NPS Midwest Riverwatch
Coordinator and the coordinator of the
project. I had spoken with her on the
phone about a month prior to the study
and she had expressed some concern that
there may not be enough interest in the
study. She had spoken with paddlersfrom
the areabutdidn't knowexactly how many
would actually show up. I told her that I
knew of six to eight people that should be
there. From her other conversations, she
assumed about four others might also attend. Everythingseemed to be shaping up
for a good time.
When we arrived at the put-in,
which wasat the tailwaters of a dam on the
Pine Flowage, we met other paddlers who
had arrived earlier or camped there overnight. We had planned an early arrival so
we could check out the river bottom. We
thought that since the opportunity presented itself we should take advantage. It
isnot every day that you get to see the river
bed bone dry, or nearly so with just 25 cfs.
Scouting rivers when they are dry and
then seeing them with water soon after
gives one the chance to study the prin-

Class I1and the question in our minds was
what will it look like with water? We
gazed and speculated, but our experience
told us we just had to wait and see.
Angela called all the paddlers
together for a short meeting to organize
the day's events. The plan was to begin
with a release of 150 cfs and to progress
from there. Subsequent releases would be
in increments of 50 to 75 cfs. This was a
smallriver and the dropsweresteep, therefor a lot of water was not needed for
minimal flow. With a huge amount of
water, this section could be very dangerous, if not life threatening. I knew we
would not come close to those flows on
this day.
There were 15 paddlers present
from various organizationsin the region.
Groups represented were the University

of Wisconsin Hoofer Outing Club, Chicago Whitewater Association, SierraClub,
Badger State Boating Society and the
American Canoe Association. Also on
handwere manyspectatorswhohad heard
about the event or had come up with the
paddlers to observe and enjoy the sun.
As a special note, I must mention
that opportunities to paddle difficult water in Wisconsin during the warmth of
summer don't happen. We usually paddle
in snow or cold rainy weather in March or
April. Many people mentioned over and
over again what a treat this was. Aside
from the special focus of the day, the
weather was a significant factor in elevating everyone's spirits.
When the first release of 150 cfs
stabilized, the paddlers observed the flow
and concluded that it was not enough.

Bob Obst drops off the second ledge during a Pine River test run.

The drops were very bony, and nose hits
would probably be a problem. So we
requested more water, and an additional
50 cfs was released. Much better now. By
the way, how many times can paddlers
wish for more water and get it on a
moment's notice? Unique scenario, eh?
We scouted, established safety
positions and running order. With this
many people on such a small river, some
plan needed to be initiated. So we formulated one. Everyone was in agreement another anomaly in the boating community!
The first fall was a double drop.
About 50 yards of Class II water preceded
the first ledge. The initial fall in this sequence was about six feet and had a shallow bottom. Several nose hits were recorded. At thebottom of this ledge, which
could be run clean in the right spot, the
water took a fast 90degree turn to the
right. A boat length and a strokelater, you
dropped five to six feet over the second
ledge into a nasty hole that recirculated a

bit. The hole caused a few surfs, blew
couple of spray skirts and forced a swin
but otherwise most peoplemadeit throug
with style. Of the three, this drop w:
definitely the one to generate the mo:
concern.
About five boat lengths be101
this ledge was the second of the series c
three ledges. This one was about 12 fa
high and quite vertical. The right side w:
steeper, with a small horseshoe cut in th
lip of the falls. During our river bed scot
we noticed that a rock was well placed t
cause a piton if the right side were rur
This caused everyone to stay left. Som
consternation occurred during the fir:
run, when a paddler hit something as h
ran the falls, but no one else repeated th
nose touch. This vertical ledge droppe
off into a frothy hole with jets of watc
hitting you from the sides as you droppe
to the bottom. A few tipovers were rt
corded, but for the most part it was a b
easier than the previous ledge. It had
very straight entry with no obstructior

except for the spectators on the bank
hollering and cheering the runs.
The third ledge was located just
below the second falls, where the riverbed
widened. This proved to be the grungiest
of the three at the initial 200 cfs flow. A
slightly scrapyentryplummetedyou down
a washboard incline into a hole at the
bottom. Then there's anice poolbefore the
Class I1 runout to the take-out. This was
definitely the easiest of the three. Although requiring some maneuvering, the
drop was still the most benign, providing
one remained upright. In an inverted
position, this falls could deliver the most
damage due to its long, rocky, shallow
nature.
Three of us made this first run,
while others watched and analyzed the
moves as we made our way through the
drops. Because of its technical nature, the
first falls drew the most attention. As the
three of usboated downstream, the others
took their turns. Looking upstream, it
seemed as if the river were alive - paddlers and spectators everywhere. I'll bet
this scene was never before witnessed on
this stretch of water, but hopefully it was
a sign for the future. It had a flavor similar
to Gauley season, but on a much smaller
scale. It was great to see so many enjoying
the day and this previously unheard of
section of this tiny stream.
At the take-out there was a truck
to shuttle us back for the next run. It was
a very nice gesture appreciated by all.
Why couldn't paddling always be like
this?
The subsequent releases that day
were 250 and 300 cfs. As the level rose, the
number of paddlers diminished a bit. A
few were satisfied with one run, while
others carried up and ran drops over and
over, hardly having time to savor one
before attempting the next. It was clear
that everyonewas having fun and that the
spirit was quite positive. Even the WEP
officials seemed happy.
With higher flows the drops became more enjoyable and had stronger
hydraulics. But none of the drops became
unmanageable. The first falls had another
route open at the highest release, giving
the option of not having to wrestle with
the considerable hole that was forming.
Some of the paddlers opted for the new

route since the stronger backwash gave
everyone who ran it a bit of a tussle. The
second falls remained unchanged at all
three levels. The third ledge, however,
became a real treat at 300 cfs. Waves
formed where rock had previouslyscraped
boat bottoms. Holes also formed to provide a few surfs at the bottom of the fall.
As the time passed, it was soon
realized that the water was going to run
out. WEP officials, noticing a three-inch
drop in the lake, decided to end the study
after testing the three levels which had
been released. Although a few of us were
curious to see what would happen with a
bit more water, we accepted the inevitable. It was time to call it a day.
Understandably exhausted, the
paddlers met again to draw some conclusions from the day's activities. The first
order of businesswas to complete surveys
about the run. We then had a discussion
session to summariiz our thoughts and
make some generalizations. Mostly ev-

eryone was in agreement. We felt that the
Pine was generally of Class IV difficulty.
The drops were rated Class IV to low V for
the first and ClassIII+and ClassIII, respectively, for the second two falls. Most
paddlers felt that 225 cfs would be an
acceptable release level, although a bit
more water would be nicer. People concluded that a lower flow would be a fair
exchange for more releases, as long as the
releases were not too low.
With its close proximity to the
Menominee River Gorge, this section of
the Pine would permit a greater selection
for paddlers traveling to this remote section of Wisconsin. This run would bring
more recreational opportunities for paddlers of the upper midwest during the off
season and improve boatingquality in the
otherwise dry summer.
I believe that most of the paddlers were grateful to have been able to
participateinthisendeavor. Whether there
will be future releases only the Great

Kahunna knows. I hope he is benevolent
and bestows this much welcomed summer run for we well deserving upper
midwesternerswhoare otherwisedestined
for long drives.
This event also led many of us to
think about negotiatingother possible recreationalreleasesin thefuture. We have at
least one other section that is dry because
of a dam a Class IV section of the Wisconsin River that is paddled infrequently. Who
knows, maybe the future will bring
whitewater to many of those runs which
have lain dormant and dry for so long.
As sunset fell during our drive
home, talk of the Pine resumed. We spoke
of LaSalle Falls at the head of the reservoir
and contemplate that 20-foot drop that we
haven't yet run as well as what might lie
under the lake itself. Just think of the
drops that might be hidden. "Hey," someone said, "what if the dam were not
there?..."

-

Boating the world'smost diverse
collection of whitewater rivers
In a land where sheep
out-number people 12-to-1;
Paddlers find a variety
of water in New Zealand
By MAC THORNTON
What happens when three red-blooded AWA
members invade New Zealand for two weeks of boating? Hordes of sheep are sent scurrying in other directions. But the trio is distracted by how easy it is to tap
into the world's most diverse collection of whitewater
in a small country: the semi-tropical runs through
jungle-draped canyons, the glacial torrents, the bigwater Western style rivers through arid landscapes, and
the helicopter put-ins in absolutely pristine Alaska-type
country. It's all in New Zealand.

A lot of people in the world hate
Americans, since we tend to be as a group,
rather arrogant and in comparison to most
of the world, filthy rich. But in New
Zealand, they remember World War I1
quite vividly, and they seem to positively
Yanks. They don't like our nukes
much, but if you lived with the Southern
Cross directly overhead (i.e.veryfarsouth),
and just wanted to raise sheep, and gaze at
the marvelous scenery, who would you
want to see get nuked?
"How you doin', Mate?" a genuine, grinning face will ask you, with the
offer of a handshake in one hand, and the
offer of asteinlagerin the other. One of the
times we had car trouble, the very first car
coming by stopped. A Kiwi stepped out
and said what they usually do when confronted with adversity, "She'll be right,
Mate." As two Washington pinhead bureaucrats (Gordon Bare and myself) and a
crusading environmentalist from Alaska
(Jack Hession) will tell you, this scene
takes a few days to get used to. However,
the laid back Kiwi attitude ishighly contagious.
They inhabit a nation composed
of two major islands, as long as California
but only 150 miles or so wide. The North
Island has a volcanic past and has several
large lakes with legendary rainbow trout
(originally imported from California). It
hasserni-tropicaljunglesin thenorth, pine
tree farms the size of counties, and of
course, lots of fertile pasture for sheep,
which outnumber people 12 to 1. They
also raise deer for venison.
TheSouth Island islikeColorado
surrounded by an ocean, with some Norwegianfjordsand Irish pastureland thrown
in forscenic interest (asifanywasneeded!).
James Michener wrote, "New Zealand is
probably the most beautiful place on
earth."

Getting Out of Auckland
Your plane will deposit you at
the top of the North Island in Auckland,
where one third of the 3,000,000 New
Zealanders live. The McDonalds in the
airport sends you aclear message: get your
car and boats rented and head for the
rivers as quick as you can.
I should mention here that 15

The entrance to the paddle-through tunnel on the Shotover River,

days is the absolutebare minimum for the
traditional whitewater tour of this country, which includes a couple of North Island rivers, the ferry to the South Island,
and a perimeter trip of that Island with the
southernmost terminus at Queenstown,
and return. We were boating and driving,
boating and driving.
Logistics are pretty easy, since
these friendly people speakENGLISH,and
in comparison to the many hangliders,
parachutists, and 300-foot bungee jump
ers in New Zealand, kayakers are viewed
as being quite sane. Thereis an interesting
minority group of Polynesian natives
called the Maori, whose ancestors named
most of the rivers. This leads to problems,
for instance, three of the top whitewater
runs in New Zealand are the Rangitaiki,
Rangitikei, and the Rangitata. But their
word for "river" was easy for us. "River"
is "awa!"
Camping is & easy. Every
hamlet has at least one "Motor Camp," a
clean, low-key and inexpensiveversion of
KOA. Gordon and I usually rented a small
cabin for U.S.$15-20 per night. Jack refused to stay in our cabin, stating that we
snored too much. I believed him until the
night I woke up and heard a sheep outside
bellowing, "Ja-a-a-a-ack, Ja-a-a-a-ack."
Dust kidding, Jack.]

The Marvelous Motu
Our prime target on the North
Island was theMotu River, New Zealand's
& federally protected "Wild and Scenic" river. A decade ago, a hydro concern
began drilling test sites for a major dam in
the middle of a 56-mile long wilderness
river corridor, in the heart of an impenetrable jungle. Following an intense political dogfight,enviroadvocatesand paddlers prevailed and saved the Motu. We
wanted to see if the hydro boys in New
Zealand could be any less sensitive than
their U.S. counterparts.
We packed
our rented Dancers for a three day trip,
and embarked56milesfromthe sea, where
the river would barely float our boats. We
paddled hard for five hours, gradually
leaving thesheep behind. Thejungleclosed
in over the bluffs and we made camp,
covering only 12 miles that day. As the
summer sun slipped towards dusk, we
sipped our Steinlagersand peered into the
dense ferns and undergrowth. Staring
back, I saw what looked like dozens of cat
eyes shimmering,close to the ground. On
close inspection, they were bioluminescent spiders, barely an eighth of an inch
wide. (By the way, there are no snakes, no
poisonous animals and no predators of
any kind in New Zealand, except for imported ferrets and feral pigs.)
The next day, the canyon walls
rose to over 1500', covered with a green

Crystal water beneath high gorge walls as Mac Thornton paddles on the Motu.

blanket of soft jungle. The river necked
down, and class 3 and 4 rapids became
numerous. Some were boulder gardens,
like Bullivant's Cascade. But many had to
be scouted,sincewewerenot into running
drops we could not see over. I got a bit
ahead and found myself in the middle of
the famed Motu Slot, where most of the
flow is funneled into a 8' wide passage. I
saw the Slot was blocked by a log and
eddied out fast!
The third day we entered a second gorge with even higher walls and
bigger, more dramatic rapids, still Class 4.
Finallywe passed Helicopter Rapids, marking the spot of a helicopter crash during
the dam reconnaissance for the hydro
project. Folks, if they could dam theMotu,
they could dam anything. U.S. hydro
developers are not the dumbest on earth.
They are in a tie with their New Zealand
cousins.
We paddled vigorously through
a 18-mile flat section and by the end of the
third day we were on the road to theSouth

Island. Higher water would make the trip
a lot less strenuous and the rapids more
fun.
On to the South Island

After our early morning ferry
crossing, we found some Kiwi kayakers
and spent an afternoon on the Earthquake
section of the Buller River, named after a
major "slip," as they call landslides. Big,
playful Class 3 4 . On to the Waiho, draining Franz Joseph Glacier, where we
paddled in a dense fog and drizzle (b-r-rr). Then the Kawarau, a Colorado-sized
river, where we dodged the bungee jumpers and ran the famous Chinese Dogleg
Rapid.
The Shotover River near spectacular Queenstown (the Kiwi version of
Boulder, Colorado) is best known for its
obnoxious jet boat sections. But if you can
navigate a 45-minute shuttle on a Class 5
dirt road, you can escape the jet boats and
access the steep, rocky Lower Canyon sec-

tion. We hit this run on abrilliantsummer
day, as the rapids gradually increased to
tight Class 4. The run ends usually by
kayaking a 600-foot diversion tunnel dug
by gold miners in the 1860's. Immediately
uponexitingthe tunne1,you areconfronted
by a steep Class 4 rapid.
The scariest run on the trip was
the alpine country Landsborough, where
three rafters have died in recent years. But
the river was the easy part. The only way
to get upstreamon the Landsboroughwas
to hire a helicopter, with the kayaks suspended below in a mesh basket. As the
helicopter gained forward speed, the basket would begin to swing to and fro. This
action required the pilot to counter the
yaw actionon eachswing, which made the
kayaks swing even harder. It was more
than a little disconcerting to pitch back
and forth and see the kayak basket swing
violently up even with us passengers.
When Gordon, a Vietnam vet with lots of
combat experience put on his helmet and
strapped it down hard, I gulped.

There is an interestingminoritygroup of Polynesian natives called the
Maori, whose ancestors named most of the rivers. This leads t o
problems...but their wordfor "river" was easy for us. "River"is "awa!"

The view from the chopper was
incredible, with 11,000 foot peaks and glaciers in the distance, and a deep, forested
valley with the white-capped
Landsborough far below tumbling towards the sea. Once down (sigh of relief)
on the river, it was another basically Class
4 run comparable to the Lower Gauley
with four notablerapids,the hardest being
Hellfire Rapid. The river is said to be Class
5 in the high water season when the rafters
perished.

Above: Gordon paddles through the lush
Rangitaiki River corridor. Left: Riggingthe
kayaks in a blanket for helicopter shuttle on
Landsborough River.

World CUDRaces
Two days drive later, we were
back up in the semi-tropics on the North
Island at thelittle townof Muraparaon the
extremely lush Rangitaiki River, which
runs on dam releases. Here was the first
event on the 1992 World Cup racing circuit, which was of particular interest to
Gordon, the Assistant Coach of the U.S.
Olympic Team. The Lugbills and Hearns
were skipping this event, but some of the
boaters were pretty fair, like 1991 World
Cup champs Richard Fox (British K-1),
Gareth Marriott (British C-1) and Myriam
Jerusalrni (French K-1W).
We hopped on the river after the
races and found it much like the Savage - bouncy and continuous Class 3-4 with
one intimidating rapid, Jeff's Joy, an accelerated wave train leading over a 10' sloping ledge into the left bank. Class 5.
Put New Zealand on your mustdo-in-your-lifetime list. There are many
easier awas which run all year and harder
ones which run mainly in October to December. Some of the well known awas
other than those mentioned above:

NORTH ISLAND
Mohaka and Naparuroro, both
Class 3-4, west side of island.
Ranpitikei, Class 4-5, a remote
ledgey run in south central part of island.
Wairoa, Class 4-5,New Zealand's
popular rafting run. Pool drop river runs
on dam releases on 25 specified dates. East
side of island.
Waikafo, famous Fulljames play
wave near town of Taupo in the center of
the island.
SOUTH ISLAND
Ran~itata,Class45 rapids in scenic Klondyke Gorge, east central part of
island. Pencil Sharpener and Pinch Rapids, both with big riverwide holes.
Karamea, and Waiafoto,both class
4,. helicopter access only.

CLINCH RIVER PADDLE CO.
FOR A FEW DOLLARS MORE YOU CAN DESIGN YOUR OWN.
7-Blade Designs
8-Types of Grips
3-Types of Shafts
3-Weights
5-Types of Cloth
Wooden Paddle Repairs
We Ship By U.P.S.

Coming Soon Kayak
Paddles
BAILEY JOHNSON
2450 Jones Road
Lenoir City, Tenn. 37771
(615) 986-9387

WRITE OR CALL FOR A FREE BROCHURE

New!

The Rivers
of Chile
by Lars Holbek
A brief guide

to Chile whitewater
published by the AWA

PADDLE COMPANY
WMTEWATER
CANOE & KA YAK PADDLES
with proven
performance you demand
durability you want
value that makes $ sense
Call or write for information & outfitters in your area:
814-422-8844
RD 1, Spring Mills, PA 16875

The A WA is fighting to save our whitewater
resources. You can help. Your $20 membership fee is funneled directly into our effective
river conservation actions. Plus--every
member receives a bi-monthly subscription
to American Whitewater...the best semiprofessional whitewater magazine in the world!

For your copy send $10 to:
Guidebook to Chile
PO Box 329
Phoenicia, NY 22464

Proceeds help support
AWA river
conservation projects
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Join the AWA today and receive American Whitewater at home

__-__--------------------------------Yes, I want to jojn the A WA and receive a subscriptjon to American Whitewater. I've enclosed my tax-deductable
contribution of $20 ($25 Canada, $30 overseas) to help conserve ow whitewater resources and promote river safety.

Address:
Mail to AWA, P.O. Box 85, Phoenicia, NY 12464

Plan t o attend the AWA....

Ocoee River Rodeo
June27-28,1992
Surface boat competition

Squirt boat competition

*men ' s intermediate
m e n ' s expert
women 's intermediate
*women's expert

men's intermediate
m e n ' s expert
women Is intermediate
women's expert

Open canoe hole-riding competition
Man of Rubber Raft Race
and of course, the annual Ocoee Rodeo party featuring

...

*food, drink and good company
whitewater videos
*silent auction
*used boat sale
athe famous Ocoee Rodeo rafle
For information, contact: Susan Gentry
252 Deer Creek Trail
Hoschton, GA 30548
(404) 654-2725

When you fail to pass the inspection
By GARY CARLSON
I looked the customs inspectorsquare
in the eye when he asked me if I had anything to
declare and replied with a confident "No, sir."
But he still q u e s t e d that I park the car so he
could take a closer look-see.
I pulled to the side, cursing the bad
luck that made him choose my vehicle for his
arbitrary inspection. There couldn't have been
anything overtly suspicious about my brandspankingnew four-wheeldrive utility truck My
paddling gear was neatly folded in mesh duffle
bags carefully s t o d in their appointed places.
My boats were securely fastened in their hightech kayakstacker. And1was freshlyshavenand
fashionably attired in designer pile that still
sported its factory fluff.
Now,backwhenI was acallow youth,
I'dcontmctascreamin' caseof theshakin' heebiejeebies every time I approached the customs
booth enroute to a boating trip on the Ottawa or
Jacques Cartier up Canada way.
It would take no more than a quick
suspicious glance from a customs inspector to
reduce me to a jibbering hyena:
"Purpose of your visit?"
"I'm putting on the Rouge. I mean
putting on the Rouge River, not the powder you
put on your face. Wait-I don't mean you put
powder on your face I don't use powder. Powder? Did Isay powder? No,thedsno powder
Now, there was no -1 reason behind
my paranoia. Even then, I wasalwaysaclean-cut
kind of boy. That is, as clean-cut as any young
paddler could be. I always figured, why bother
with a shower a boater always washes u p on
shore. And since my shorts got scrubbed every
day while I wore them, why change clothes?
But there was also the matter of my
truck Back then I drove the kind of shuttle vehicle you'd think would invite a thorough inspection.
Itwas an old pick-up with a leaky cap
patched with duct tape. The hood was indented
fromwhena deerforgot tolook bothways before
crossing themadwhilethebackbumper drooped
toward the pavement, suspended by a clothes
hanger and a "Surf West Virginiawsticker. The
windshield was cracked from tailgating a coal
buck over a bumpy WVA road. And the passenger side door closed only with the help of a NRS
strap.
In the back lay a heap of debris accumulated through a season of paddling. Wadded
wetsuitbooties.A soiled sleeping bag. Amonth's
worth of dirty shorts, shirts and socks. A case
worth ofemptybeerbottlesand an openedboxof

...

...
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potato chips that had disintegrated into a soggy
paste.
You could have hidden a bail of cannabis or a family of illegal immigrants under the
rubble. And even though I lived a relatively
wholesome liestyle, I gave ride to paddlers, fer
Crissakes. Who knows what could have fallen
out of their pockets?So every time I approached
the border, I fully expected the guard to pull on
a latex glove and say:
"Will you pull over to the side son,
we've got a special search we've got to perform."
But you know,itneverhappened. The
inspectorwouldsimply takeacursorylookin the
back, w M e their nose, and wave me through.
But like so many paddlers of my era,
I've grown a little more socially respectable with
the passingyears. And so I was damned irritated
to be detained now that I'd cleaned up my act.
I was becoming increasingly impatient after five minutes when my inspector
stepped out of the office. And to my amazement,
he was leading a miniature pig on a leash.
"Would you step out of the vehicle,
please?" the agent said. And as I exited, the pig
squirmed by my legs-snortin', gruntin' and
wigglin'itscurly little tail as it scrambled into the
front seat. The inspector followed, holding an
empty plastic tray.
Five minutes later, I sat in the office,
facing theagent fromacrossa gray deskthat held
the tray-now filled with a collection of vials,
bottles and containers.
"I think you have a little explaining to
do," he said.
"Explaining?" I said incrrdulously.
"There ain't nothing there to explain. Every paddler my age has this stuff lying around.
"This bottle is just ibupmfin, you pop
a couple in the morning on the second day of
boating-more if you had a few beers around the
campfire the previous night. And this bottle is
only aspirin-sometimes it's better touseafter all
the g m s y food you eat on paddling vacations.
Keeps the blood pressure low.
"This tube is an analgesic. Bengay, I
think. For the shoulder I dislocated a couple
seasons ago. And this tube is for the poison oak
on my butt I picked up after meetinga girl on the
New. And, oh yeah, that other tube is supposed
to cure u p another consequence of that evening.
"Now, I have pmriptions for these
medicines. This one is just penicillin for a lowgradeinfection Ipickedupsurfingbelow a sewer
outlet. You know, I thought those brown trout

looked remarkably t a p e d . This one's for coldwater ear-it tastes lousy but the alternative is
having your audio canal bored out like a rotorooter. And this is supposed to fix giardia-and if
you think1swallowed beaver shit for some kind
of high, you're crazy.
"This otherstuff isallover-thecounter.
That's 12-hour nose spray. It eats away your
sinuses, but it's better than humiliating yourself
by wearing noseplugs on the river. And this is
eyedrops. You'd have searched me for sure if
you'd have seen my red eyes after paddling all
day. And on an all-night drive to the put-in, you
need these caffeine pills. Hell-it's that or drink
Diet Coke until your molars float.
"And this little tin-well, believe me,
thereis a legitimateuse for Sex Wax when you're
paddling."
After finishing my discourse, I fully
expected the inspectorto patme on the shoulder,
wishmea pleasantweekend,andsendmeonmy
way.
But instead, he denied me enhance,
citing me as a potential substance abuser and
certainly a present t h m t to the public health.
Imagine, me!
Well, I learned my lesson.
First, I stopped at the duty-free store
and picked u p a case of real Molsons-the kind
they sell up there with double the alcohol-and a
couplebottlesof Canadian whiskey. I piled them
up in plain sight on the front seat.
Then I stripped my Patagucci threads
and slipped on a soiled T-shirt, one advertisinga
certainspray skirtproc1aiming"Made WithOnly
The Finest Rubbers." And using.a spare quart of
motor oil, I anointed my head to duplicate that
threedays on the river look
Then I took a can opener-one of old
church-keytypes-and puncheda few neat triangularholes in the muffler. And I emptied a bagof
cheese curls onto the front seat-then ~ b b e d
them into the upholstery.
And finally, I found a handy garbage
outside of a 7-11, and emptied the contents onto
the floor of the vehicle.
Forty miles up the border was another
point of entry. And in an hour, I was in Canada,
breezin' my way to the river. The new inspector
gave me short shrift. He pegged me for just
another boater.
And as for the second drug-sniffin'
pig...
Well, I figger he just didn't want to
squeal on one of his own.
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first SELF-BAILING
all inflatable cataraft! -

L

NO HARD PARTS!

First made for video boats on the Tull River
in Australia in 1986, the sHREDDE&has
been built and & power-tested ever S ~ice.
I
great way for an experienced river rul7ner
introduce a novice to GOOD water! They are
stable yet responsive in big HO
, & fast in flatwater. Two experienced paddlers can stretch
their limits...hole punching and
-
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We are committed to
3 premise that "heavy
duty" does not mean
7 HEAVY.. .......the
SHREBDER rolls
up into a compact
I 18" x 28"! The cross
tubes & raised floor
eliminate the need for
a bulky frame. Have
been used as guide
boats on raft & ducky
trips...made entirely in
Pennsylvania. .......98%
domestic content!
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*. floor
** D-rings
** rope
** splash screen
foot stirrups
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S'(IND(IRD MODEL SPECS
length = 12'4"
color = black
width = 5s"
weight = 35 - 54 I ~ S
tube diameters available = 18.5.~2oW,21"
neoprenelnylon

PWEs

FROM $900 to $1250

Airtight ~nflatable~
SHREDDERS R m S
M A ~ ~ ~ l A LAS C C E S ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
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412 329 8668
Box 36 ~ h i o p y kPa 15470
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